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“All the Other Devils this Side of Hades”: Black
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The realms of banking and finance reveal a far more complex
approach to early twentieth-century African American activism
than the conventional protest vs. accommodation paradigm.
Whites’ anxieties about Black economic and political autonomy
melded into a peculiar alchemy of progressive zeal and white
supremacy that professed the idealistic goal of protecting citi-
zens from exploitative business practices but had the practical
effect of destroying symbols of Black economic progress. The
context that drove the opening of Black banks in Mississippi
as “monuments of protest” also made Mississippi’s new
banking law a powerful tool with which state actors and even
regular citizens could strike blows against African Americans’
growing economic, social, and political agency.
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White Mississippians’ suspicions of Negro plots and machinations
swarmed like locusts around Minnie Geddings Cox as she

stepped off the train. Cox had arrived back home in Indianola, Missis-
sippi, on a warm afternoon in February 1904. Cox had been the
African American postmistress of the town until threats against her

A note on racial identifiers: I use “Black” and “African American” interchangeably,
depending on syntax, and sometimes use “Negro” and “colored” to preserve historical
context. I prefer to capitalize “Black” as a proper noun when used as a racial descriptor to
acknowledge the social construction of racial identity and African-descended people’s struggle
for acceptance and recognition as citizens. I prefer not to capitalize “white,” not because it is
not socially constructed but because it has historically been a signifier of social domination
and privilege beyond its role in indicating racial or ethnic origin.
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life forced her to escape from Indianola shortly after New Year’s Day in
1903.1 After a year spent exiled in Birmingham, Alabama, she felt it safe
to return home. She may have wondered that she miscalculated her
timing given the orgy of bloodletting that greeted her return. One dead
white man. Six dead Negroes in retaliation: three women and three
men. Only a day or so before Cox arrived home, a crowd of about one thou-
sand men, women, and children had looked on as its members beat, tor-
tured, and then burned to death sharecropper Luther Holbert and his
common-law wife Mary in nearby Doddsville. A lynch mob led by Indian-
ola lawyer and future district attorney Woods Eastland had chased the
desperate couple across four counties in as many days before the mob
caught them hiding on a plantation in LeFlore County. Some newspapers
set the Eastland mob’s numbers at five hundred. During the course of the
hunt, the mob shot and wounded two women, murdered two women, and
slaughtered two men it mistook for Holbert. Many white Sunflower
County residents suspected that a number of African Americans had
aided the couple, which helped explain how Holbert and Mary had been
able to evade Eastland’s mob for so long.2

Minnie Geddings Cox and her husband Wayne W. Cox—both
educated, property-owning,middle-classAfricanAmericans—were spared
Holbert’s and Mary’s brutal fate. The Coxes survived their ordeal with
the angry white Indianolans. Survival, however, can be a relative term.
For nearly two years, Minnie Cox found herself equally vulnerable to
the terrifying atmosphere of extralegal racial sexual violence and intim-
idation designed to keep African Americans in their place in the early

1On the “Indianola Affair,” see George E. Mowry, “The South and the Progressive Lily
White Party of 1912,” Journal of Southern History 6, no. 2 (1940): 237–47; Vincent P. De
Santis, “The Republican Party and the Southern Negro, 1877–1897,” Journal of Negro
History 45, no. 2 (1960): 88–102; Seth M. Scheiner, “President Theodore Roosevelt and the
Negro, 1901–1908,” Journal of Negro History 47, no. 3 (1962): 169–82; Willard
B. Gatewood, “Theodore Roosevelt and the Indianola Affair,” Journal of Negro History 53,
no. 1 (1968): 48–69; Shennette Garrett-Scott, “Minnie Geddings Cox and the Indianola
Affair, 1902–1904,” Mississippi History Now, Mar. 2018, http://www.mshistorynow.mdah.
ms.gov/articles/421/minnie-geddings-cox-and-the-indianola-affair. On the climate of white-
capping violence in 1902–3, see William F. Holmes, “Whitecapping: Agrarian Violence in Mis-
sissippi, 1902–1906,” Journal of Southern History 35, no. 2 (1969): 165–85.

2 I am presuming a close romantic relationship between Luther Holbert and Mary (last
name unknown), but the precise nature of their relationship is not known. It may be that
she simply spoke up in his defense and so became a target. Holbert allegedly murdered Sun-
flower County plantation owner James Eastland, Woods’s brother, and fellow sharecropper
John (or Albert) Carr. See “One Negro Hanged. And Posse of 500 in Hot Pursuit of
Another,” Biloxi Daily Herald, 5 Feb. 1904, 1; John Gordon Cashman, “Most Horrible
Deaths of the Burning at the Stake of the Holberts,” Vicksburg Evening Post, 13 Feb. 1904,
187–88. For contextualization of the lynching with regard to African American political auton-
omy in the Mississippi Delta, see J. Todd Moye, Let the People Decide: Black Freedom and
White Resistance Movements in Sunflower County, Mississippi, 1945–1986 (Chapel Hill,
2004), 4–18http://mshistorynow.mdah.state.ms.us/articles/367/james-o-eastland.
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twentieth-century Mississippi Delta. The Coxes’ ordeal made clear that
well-to-do African Americans whomay have believed their achievements
insulated them from extralegal violence and whitecapping did so at their
own peril; material success could prove a thin shield. The Coxes’ educa-
tion, wealth, and social standing had not protected them from the threat
of lynching, which claimed the lives of Holbert, Mary, and thousands of
other Black men and women who threatened the system of Jim Crow.
Violence shaped well-to-do Afro-Mississippians’ responses to, and
their options within, that system.3

Cox hardly returned to the good graces of the white community in
Indianola (see Figure 1). As whites speculated about the ways African
Americans had conspired to aid and protect Holbert and Mary, they
should have considered the ambitious plots of Cox, her husband
Wayne, and several other prominent African Americans in the Delta
and throughout Mississippi. In October 1904, Governor James
K. Vardaman signed Wayne Cox’s charter for the Delta Penny Savings
Bank, the third chartered Black-owned bank in Mississippi and among
the first dozen Black banks organized in the United States. The Delta
Penny opened its doors in January 1905.4

Had it not been for the Indianola Affair, the Coxes may never have
considered organizing a bank. Some years after opening the Delta
Penny, Wayne Cox described it and other Black-owned banks and busi-
nesses in the state as “monuments of protest to the injustices inflicted
upon him and his wife” during the incident that national newspapers
described as the Indianola Affair.5 In the span of about six years, those

3Racial sexual violence denotes not only the vulnerability of certain racial and ethnic
groups to multiple and often interlocking forms of interpersonal and structural violence but
also violence experienced because of one’s gender or sexual identification. For African Amer-
icans in particular, historical and contemporary forms of racial sexual violence include forced
breeding, rape, lynching, forced sterilization, and overpolicing. Whitecapping involves vio-
lence, harassment, and intimidation directed against African Americans perceived as breach-
ing their subordinate status. On the racial climate in the Mississippi Delta in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, see Holmes, “Whitecapping”; Neil R. McMillen,
Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of Jim Crow (Urbana, 1989), 3–12; Nan Eliz-
abeth Woodruff, American Congo: The African American Freedom Struggle in the Delta
(Cambridge, MA, 2003). On the gendered dimensions of racial violence, see Mia Bay, “‘If
IolaWere aMan’: Gender, Jim Crow and Public Protest in theWork of Ida B.Wells,” inBecom-
ing Visible: Women’s Presence in Late Nineteenth-Century America, ed. Janet Floyd, R. J.
Ellis, and Lindsey Traub (New York, 2001), 105–28; Crystal N. Feimster, Southern
Horrors: Women and the Politics of Rape and Lynching (Cambridge, MA, 2009); Kidada
E. Williams, They Left Great Marks on Me: African American Testimonies of Racial Violence
from Emancipation to World War I (New York, 2012).

4 “Charter of Incorporation of the Delta Penny Savings Bank,” dated 29 Oct. 1904, filed 8
Nov. 1904, Deed Record Book T2, p. 142, Sunflower County Chancery Clerk’s Office, Indianola,
MS.

5M. S. Stuart, An Economic Detour: A History of Insurance in the Lives of American
Negroes (New York, 1940), 302.
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monuments grew to include twelve Black-owned banks in Mississippi,
more than in any other state.6 Dr. Edward W. Lampton of Greenville,
a minister and businessman, spoke boldly about the flowering of Black
finance and enterprise in Mississippi. Lampton invoked Minnie Ged-
dings Cox’s ordeal when he declared in 1905 that “Governor Vardaman
and all the other devils this side of Hades cannot stay this [emphasis
added] kind of prosperity.”7

The kind of prosperity that Lampton referred to highlights the core
mission of enterprising early twentieth-century African Americans—

Figure 1. Minnie Cox, ca. 1900. (Source: Philip Rubio, There’s AlwaysWork at the Post Office:
African American Postal Workers and the Fight for Jobs, Justice, and Equality [Chapel Hill,
2010], 24.)

6 Virginia ran a close second to Mississippi in numbers of banks. By 1911, Virginia boasted
eleven banks. On banks in Mississippi, see Stuart, 277; “W. W. Cox,” in Beacon Lights of the
Race, ed. Green Polonius Hamilton (Memphis, 1911), 219; McMillen, Dark Journey, 184;
Arthur James, Jimmie James Jr., and Robert E. James, The Mississippi Black Bankers and
Their Institutions (n.p., 1996), 8; “Black Banks in the United States by State, 1912” (table)
in Encyclopedia of African American Business, ed. Jessie Carney Smith and Millicent
Lownes Jackson (Westport, CT), 47; Charles Banks, Negro Banks of Mississippi (Cheyney,
PA, 1909), 9.

7Quote reprinted in W. E. B. Du Bois, Economic Co-operation among Negro Americans
(Atlanta, 1907), 111.
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economic development and job creation—and represents not only a
response to but also a bulwark against Jim Crow between 1900 and
the Great Depression, a period historian Juliet E. K. Walker marks as
the “golden age of Black business.” Banks represented a practical
riposte to efforts to block African American progress through extralegal
violence, strict segregation, denial of education, and economic repres-
sion. Similar to bankers in small towns, Black bankers and bank board
members also exercised important roles in civic affairs and community
life. Barred from formal political office by the turn of the twentieth
century, they still played important civic roles as spokespersons for
their communities with the local white civic-business elite. In one of
their most radical roles, Black banks provided a much-needed source
of credit for economically vulnerable Black communities, especially
cash-strapped farmers who owned their own land or worked on other
people’s land as tenant farmers and sharecroppers.8

Financial institutions controlled by African Americans complicate
notions of accommodation and protest that still hold sway in character-
izations of early twentieth-century Black political thought. Given the
civic, economic, and cultural roles that Black bankers played in the
first three decades of the twentieth century, the realms of banking and
finance reveal a complex approach to citizenship, activism, and resis-
tance. Black banks drew their leadership and largest contributors from
a pool of ambitious upstarts as well as successful farmers, large property
holders, entrepreneurs, and professionals. These enterprising African
Americans’ strategies expressed a broad spectrum of responses that
also drew from equally diverse sets of motivations, from the purely
profit driven to civic-focused institution building and community devel-
opment to outright demands for political and social equity. In practice,
their strategies often melded, reflecting more of a “both/and” than an
“either/or” orientation to citizenship. They considered personal ambi-
tion and profit not as mutually exclusive from communal empowerment
and uplift but as essential to accomplishing both. They advanced a
layered citizenship that included self-determination and control of
Black communities at its center, through which they could engage in
civic life even without the franchise.9

8 Juliet E. K. Walker, The History of Black Business in America: Capitalism, Race, and
Entrepreneurship (New York, 1998), 182–224.

9 See AugustMeier,Negro Thought in America, 1880–1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of
Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor, 1963); Elsa Barkley Brown, “‘What Has Happened Here’:
The Politics of Difference in Women’s History and Feminist Politics,” Feminist Studies 18, no.
2 (1992): 295–312; Kevin K. Gaines, Uplifting the Race: African American Leadership, Poli-
tics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century (Chapel Hill, 1996); Jacqueline M. Moore, Booker
T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, and the Struggle for Racial Uplift (Wilmington, DE, 2003);
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To be sure, economic self-interest and a desire to consolidate polit-
ical power reveal that these enterprising men and women certainly
muddled the personal and the communal. For Black bankers in particu-
lar, these “Negro captains of finance” stressed their roles as community
leaders and emphasized economic power as an essential component of
that leadership. It is also critical to note that the thousands of small
farmers, laborers, skilled artisans, domestics, and other working-class
people who purchased stock in and entrusted their money to these
banks also envisioned economic autonomy as an essential factor in
their claims on the privileges of citizenship. Breaking the grip of the
crop-lien system, increasing land and property ownership, and building
wealth represented important priorities for Black communities, priori-
ties that held larger political import under the pall of Jim Crow. The pres-
ence of, or at least access to, a Black bank broadened the economic and
political possibilities available to African Americans in the early twenti-
eth-century South.

The larger import of these financial monuments of protest was not
lost on white Southerners in general or white Mississippians in particu-
lar. They expressed an equally complex array of reactions to Black banks
that vacillated between paternalistic acceptance, bureaucratic harass-
ment, economic exploitation, and extralegal racial sexual violence.
African Americans met Jim Crow law, demeaning social etiquette, and
extralegal state and private racial sexual violence with renewed commit-
ments to self-determination. Enterprising Afro-Mississippians, then, did
not merely concede ground to white supremacists. They embraced a
vision of Black self-determination that linked community building
with the kind of economic prosperity that Lampton extolled as a force
so dynamic and inexorable that even themost determinedwhite suprem-
acists in Mississippi could not wend its flow.10

Lampton, however, underestimated the power of a new tool in their
arsenal: the Mississippi Banking Law of 1914. The white business-civic
elite had some sense of the far-reaching implications that the prolifera-
tion of Black banks portended. Whites’ anxieties melded in a peculiar
alchemy of progressive zeal and white supremacy that professed the

W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Booker T. Washington and Black Progress: Up From Slavery 100
Years Later (Gainesville, FL, 2003).

10On Southern progressivism, see Dewey W. Grantham, “The Contours of Southern Pro-
gressivism,” American Historical Review 86, no. 5 (1981): 1035–59; William A. Link, The
Paradox of Southern Progressivism, 1880–1930 (Chapel Hill, 1992). For considerations of
race and gender, see Jacqueline Anne Rouse, Lugenia Burns Hope, Black Southern Reformer
(Athens, GA, 1989); Judith N. McArthur, Creating the New Woman: The Rise of Southern
Women’s Progressive Culture in Texas, 1893–1918 (Urbana, 1998); Glenda Gilmore,
Gender and Jim Crow: Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in North Carolina,
1896–1920 (Chapel Hill, 1996).
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idealistic goal of protecting citizens from unscrupulous individuals and
exploitative business practices but had the practical effect of destroying
symbols of African American economic and social progress. Politicians
and bureaucrats bent crass, racial supremacist ideology to the more pal-
atable rhetoric of progressive reform. The context that drove the opening
of Black banks as “monuments of protest” during the first decade of the
twentieth century also made the new banking law a powerful tool with
which state actors and even regular citizens could strike blows against
these perceived threats.

In addition to the growing number of Black-owned financial institu-
tions, particularly banks and insurance companies, those threats included
Black men’s continued political influence in the Republican Party, which,
despite widespread disenfranchisement, accorded Black men a say over
patronage in the state and a voice in national presidential elections. More
important, Black-owned financial institutions offered Afro-Mississippians
access to credit, mortgages, savings, and death and sick benefits beyond
the control of the white power structure. Because of the close interdepen-
dence amongBlack financial institutions, regulators could strike a devastat-
ing and far-reaching blow against Black people’s challenges to Jim Crow.

“The Negroes Were Never So Prosperous as Now”:
Building Monuments of Protest

By 1910, in the few years after Lampton’s bold pronouncement, Mis-
sissippi boasted an impressive eleven Black banks in operation (see
Table 1). In cities and large towns, these banks often anchored thriving
Black commercial districts, which included stores, restaurants, small
businesses, professional practices, and entertainment venues that
catered to an almost exclusively Black consumer base. In 1904, for
example, a local Jackson paper took note of the Farish Street District,
a Black enclave of over one hundred acres in the city, observing that
“the negroes were never so prosperous as now and more of them are
launching business concerns than ever before. . . . The established
banking institutions are carrying more deposits made by negroes than
ever before in the state’s history and the assessment rolls show that
they are entering all classes of business.”11 These enclaves, even in
smaller towns, drew thousands from rural hinterlands in search of ser-
vices, shopping, and leisure, especially around annual harvest times
and market days. Community institutions such as churches, schools,
and secret societies, as well as predominately Black residential neighbor-
hoods, helped shape these enclaves. Black banks also played a critical

11 “The Negroes Prosperous,” Daily Clarion-Ledger (Jackson, MS), 24 Sept. 1904, 3.
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role in underwriting these “BlackWall Streets” andmade bold appeals to
race pride and self-reliance. American Trust and Savings Bank, the first
Black bank in Jackson, boasted that it had “no white officers or deposi-
tors.” In its first three months of operation, it declared a dividend of
22 percent. “Not a white man has anything to do with this bank,” from
the executives to the clerks to the teller cage, bragged the founders.
Even the building was Black owned.12

Table 1
Black-Owned Banks in Mississippi, 1902–1914

Name of bank Location Year
opened

Year
closed

Knights of Honor of the World Savings (for-
merly Knights of Honor Savings)

Vicksburg 1902 1903

Lincoln Savings (formerly Knights of Honor of
the World Savings)

Greenville 1903 1908a

American Trust and Savings Jackson 1904 1912
Delta Penny Savings Indianola 1905 1928
Union Savings Vicksburg 1905 1911
Bank of Mound Bayou Mound

Bayou
1905 1914

Peoples Penny Savings Yazoo City 1905 1913
Penny Savings Columbus 1906 1914
Southern Jackson 1906 1914
Bluff City Savings Natchez 1906 1913
Peoples Bank Hattiesburg 1906 1907
Delta Savings Bank Greenville 1908 1913
Magic City Bank Hattiesburg 1908 1912
Peoples Home Savings Shaw 1911 1912
State Bank of Mound Bayou (formerly Bank of
Mound Bayou)

Mound
Bayou

1915 1924

Sources: Howard University Commercial College, “Directory of Negro Banks,” in Commercial
College Studies of Negroes in Business, vol. 1, Negro Banks (Washington, DC, 1914), 17–18;
Charles Banks, Negro Banks of Mississippi (Cheyney, PA, 1909); W. E. B. Du Bois, “Table of
Black Banks,” in Economic Co-operation among Negro Americans (Atlanta, 1907), 138.
aMerged with Delta Savings Bank of Greenville in 1908.

12Quotes in “Has NoWhite Officers or Depositors and Pays 22 Percent Dividend,” Search-
light (Wichita, KS), 3 Mar. 1905, 1; “[American Theater],” Freeman (Indianapolis), 14 Oct.
1905, 6. For a sense of Black cultural, social, and economic achievements in early twentieth-
century Mississippi, see D. W. Woodard, Negro Progress in a Mississippi Town. . . (Cheney,
PA 1908); Willis E. Mollison, Leading Afro-Americans of Vicksburg. . . (Vicksburg, MS,
1908); Hamilton, ed., Beacon Lights; Isaiah W. Crawford and Patrick H. Thompson, eds.,
Multum in Parvo: An Authenticated History of Progressive Negroes (Jackson, MS, 1912);
U.S. Department of the Interior, “National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination
Form: Farish Street Neighborhood Historic District,” accessed 20 Oct. 2021, https://npgal-
lery.nps.gov/NRHP/GetAsset/NRHP/80002245_text.
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The number of Black banks in the state is especially impressive given
that Mississippi helped author Jim Crow’s primer. Immediately after the
Civil War,Mississippi was the first state to institute Black Codes, statutes
designed to return newly emancipated African Americans back to a state
of quasi-slavery. Several Southern states immediately followed Missis-
sippi’s lead. In addition to prohibitions on interracial marriage, public
assemblies, and owning weapons, the codes attacked Black economic
autonomy. For example, the Mississippi code deputized any white
person to arrest any Black person who left a white person’s employ for
any reason. In South Carolina, Black men and women had to obtain a
special license to own a business or practice a trade outside of domestic
service or farm labor. Some parishes in Louisiana required Black people
to obtain the written permission of a white employer to sell goods and
services on their own. These kinds of proscriptions tried to strike a
blow against Black economic independence and to force enterprising
Blacks under the power of local whites.13

In the aftermath of the Civil War, Mississippi also strengthened its
convict-leasing laws. Officials criminalized infractions as small as steal-
ing a chicken or vagrancy, a catch-all status created to sweep large
numbers of Black people into jails and prisons under dubious charges.
Courts charged exorbitant fines for these small infractions, forcing
largely impoverished Afro-Mississippians to labor under contract to
white-only lessors who bid on the convicted persons. Reminiscent of
slave auctions, lessors assumed and paid the court’s fees. The convicted
lessees then worked off the debt for terms that could last years. The state
also leased thousands of prisoners to large planters, factories, mines, and
timber companies. The arrangement benefited the state in several ways:
“convict leasing would simultaneously provide workers to the state’s
labor-starved employers, earn revenue for depleted state coffers that
could not otherwise afford to maintain the state prison, and provide a
means of controlling the state’s recently freed and largely impoverished
Black majority.”14 The first and second Mississippi Plans of 1875 and 1890

13Nancy Bercaw, “Black Codes,” in Mississippi Encyclopedia, last modified 13 Apr. 2018,
http://mississippiencyclopedia.org/entries/black-codes/; “Black Codes of Mississippi,”
Teaching American History, accessed 20 Oct. 2021, https://teachingamericanhistory.org/
library/document/black-codes-of-mississippi/; “‘An Act to Establish and Regulate the Domes-
tic Relations of Persons of Color . . .’ or the Black Codes of South Carolina, December 1865,”
Teaching American History in South Carolina Project, accessed 20 Oct. 2021, https://digital.
scetv.org/teachingAmerhistory/ttrove/scblackcodes.htm/index.php; “Louisiana Black
Code,” Cengage Learning, U.S. History Resource Center, accessed 20 Oct. 2021, https://
college.cengage.com/history/us/resources/students/primary/blackcode.htm. For examples
of antebellum restrictions on Black businesses, see Walker, History of Black Business, 73–
81, 151–54.

14 “Mississippi Enacts Laws to Strengthen Convict Leasing,” Equal Justice Initiative,
accessed 20 Oct. 2021, https://calendar.eji.org/racial-injustice/jan/4.
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stripped Afro-Mississippians of political power: the first through violence,
intimidation, and fraud and the second through constitutional provisions.15

Economic repression extended beyond statutes. White Mississippi-
ans swiftly met almost any effort by Black farmers to organize for collec-
tive economic empowerment with repression. In 1889, for example,
posses comprised largely of white merchants and planters killed at
least twenty and as many as forty Black men, women, and children in
Minter City to put down the Colored Farmers Alliance (CFA), which
had negotiated relatively equal trade terms with a Farmers Alliance
store in nearby Durant. In nearbyShell Mound, state militia and
local whites murdered five suspected CFA leaders. For African Americans
in particular, Mississippi earned its reputation as the “most Southern place
on Earth.”An “American Congo.”A “dark journey.” These grim examples
are merely a sample of countless instances of the repression African
Americans faced, but they are also testaments of their persistence in
spite of the consequences. Local CFAs and other groups like the Progres-
sive Colored Farmers continued to sprout up despite the reality that
participation could cost them their lives.16

At the turn of the twentieth century, Afro-Mississippians continued
to navigate a complex mix of quotidian and legal barriers to economic
advancement. The most obvious trap, the crop lien, ensnared Black
people in debt peonage. The scribbled entries in landlords’ and mer-
chants’ ledgers caught Black men and women in an unending cycle of
debt. In addition to marking up the prices of goods purchased on
credit, landlords and merchants charged interest ranging from 30 to
110 percent at local stores. Smaller white farmers were not immune to
such snares. They, too, banded together for mutual protection and inter-
est. In some instances, however, white farmers’ leagues differed little
from the Ku Klux Klan and other white militia groups. Groups such as
the Farmers Protective Association and Farmers Progressive League
met secretly; used oaths, passwords, and signs; and resorted to indis-
criminate violence to reinforce their demands. The leagues drove Black
farmers who owned their own land or rented land from Black landown-
ers to work only on land owned by whites. The leagues extracted from

15David M. Oshinsky, “Worse Than Slavery”: Parchman Farm and the Ordeal of Jim
Crow Justice (New York, 1996); Joel Stanford Hays, “A Constitutional Enigma: Section 2 of
the Fourteenth Amendment and the Mississippi Plan,” Journal of Mississippi History 76,
no. 3–4 (2014): 129–56.

16William E. Chandler, “National Control of Elections,” The Forum, Aug. 1890, 705–17;
William F. Holmes, “The Leflore County Massacre and the Demise of the Colored Farmers’
Alliance,” Phylon 34, no. 3 (1973): 270–72; Valerie Grim, “African American Landlords in
the Rural South, 1870–1950: A Profile,” Agricultural History 72, no. 2 (1998): 410. On char-
acterizations of Mississippi, see James C. Cobb, The Most Southern Place on Earth: The Mis-
sissippi Delta and the Roots of Regional Identity (Oxford, 1994); Woodruff, American Congo;
McMillen, Dark Journey.
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merchants and bankers pledges that they would only furnish Black
farmers who worked for white landlords. Black farmers who owned
their own land had to seek the approval of local whites to keep their
land or to borrow money to buy additional small parcels. Those Black
men and women judged “safe and [who] knew their place” could get
some concessions.17 Even then, sellers inflated prices for Black buyers
and restricted Black farmers to poorer-quality land. Buying, borrowing,
and selling, then, are not purely economic exchanges in which race is epi-
phenomenal. Race is germane: whites used credit and lending to both
replicate and reinscribe racial subordination.18

Black banks helped Black farmers immensely by extending credit on
fairer terms. By 1911, the fifty Black-owned banks in the United States—
the overwhelming majority of them located in the South—had done an
estimated $20 million in transactions for Black landowners. Workers,
professionals, and business owners also relied on a network of Black-con-
trolled banks, thrifts, mutual aid societies, and insurance companies to
meet their financial needs. In addition to death benefits and loans for
land and home purchases, societies also “provided a range of community
services for education, health benefits, [and] funerals.”19 Afro-Mississippi-
ans from across the state deposited money and invested in Black-con-
trolled financial institutions, but they gained the fullest advantage of
what one scholar describes as the “rainbow of economic dealings” in
Black communities if a bank was located in or near their communities.20

Black communities across the state seemed to catch bank fever; a few
small rural towns even tried to organize banks. In 1904, Black residents
in the small town of West Point tried and failed to organize a penny
savings bank. The local newspaper praised the state attorney general for
rejecting Black organizers’ “defective charter” and advised that “there is
little need for negro banks in Mississippi, as there are enough banking
institutions owned and controlled by white men.”21

Black bankers sensed the magnitude of the role that Black banks
played. In an address at the 1908Mississippi Negro Bankers Association
(MNBA) meeting, Rev. William R. Pettiford of Birmingham stressed,
“No class of men in the civic walks of life ever had richer opportunities
than those who are connected with the Negro banks. Not so much

17 Valerie Grim, “Black FarmFamilies in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta: A Study of the Brooks
Farm Community, 1920–1970” (PhD diss., Iowa State University, 1990), 12.

18Grim, “Black Farm Families,” 11–13; Holmes, “Leflore County Massacre,” 272–73;
“Whitecapping,” 168, 170, 173, 179.

19 Bruce J. Reynolds, Black Farmers in America, 1865–2000: The Pursuit of Independent
Farming and the Role of Cooperatives (Washington, DC, 2002), 7.

20Dylan C. Penningroth, The Claims of Kinfolk: African American Property and Commu-
nity in the Nineteenth-Century South (Chapel Hill, 2003), 157.

21 “[ANumber of Negroes inWest Point],”WeeklyDispatch (Columbus,MS), 10Nov. 1904, 2.
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because of your chance to make money . . . but because of the great need
of help among the people you are serving. . . . Your opportunities are rich
because all classes of your people, the farmer, the business man and
laborer[,] can be helped by you.”22 Pettiford, however, minimized the
obstacles Black bankers faced in fulfilling that role. They struggled
against a steep learning curve. Some received assistance from local
white bankers. Cashiers and other employees sometimes spent a few
days with staff teaching them the basics of bank operations. John
Strauther, founder of the Delta Savings Bank in Greenville, noted that
local white bankers freely offered him and his staff advice and even
loans. Early Black bankers also relied on bookkeeping and accounting
correspondence courses and on industry books to learn the banking busi-
ness. Charles Banks, founder of the Bank of Mound Bayou, owned an
impressive library of books on banking and finance. Dr. William
Attaway taught himself the insurance and banking business. Attaway
served as the first president of Mississippi Beneficial Life Insurance
and sat on the board of the Delta Penny Savings Bank in Indianola;
later he cofounded the similarly named Delta Savings Bank in nearby
Greenville. Contemporaries characterized Attaway as “the Negro
Wizard of Insurance” and Banks as a “wizard of finance.”23

Early Black bankers relied on each other as well. They leveraged
their experiences from failed banks Black banks at new ones. For
example, Taylor Genius Ewing Jr. had been head cashier of Lincoln
Savings Bank before organizing the rival Union Savings Bank, also
located in Vicksburg. Barred by custom from state and national
banking professional associations, Black bankers forged their own net-
works. The MNBA, organized in 1905, and the National Negro Bankers
Association (NNBA), organized a year later, provided limited but essen-
tial training in banking methods. Part professional association, part
booster club, the MNBA met annually to share best practices and to
promote the economic and social development of Black communities
in the state. Topics at the meetings included advice about marketing,
winning and keeping depositors, vetting loan endorsers, navigating
panics, and collecting on past-due accounts.24

22 “Mississippi Bankers Meet,” Globe (Nashville), 7 Feb. 1908, 1.
23Wizard quotes for Attaway in “W. A. Attaway,” in Hamilton, Beacon Lights, 516 and for

Banks in McMillen, Dark Journey, 187; Arthur Jones, “A History of Black Banking in Missis-
sippi History,” Tomorrow’s South, Today’s Mississippi (Jackson, MS), 1 Feb. 1990, 12–13, 15;
A. N. Johnson, “National Negro Bankers’ Association,” in Report of the Eleventh Annual Con-
vention of the National Negro Business League, Held in New York City, New York August 17,
18 and 19th, 1910 (Nashville, 1911), 176 (hereafter 1910 NNBL Proceedings).

24 “Negro Bankers,” Democrat (Natchez, MS), 20 Feb. 1909, 3; “Negro Bankers’Meeting,”
Freeman (Indianapolis), 22 Feb. 1908, 1.
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The NNBA met annually in conjunction with the National Negro
Business League. It organized roundtables on bank-related issues and
connected established and would-be bankers to helpful resources and
to each other. It had ambitious plans; it hoped to hire an accountant
who would create quarterly reports about Black banking conditions
and assist association members. NNBA president William R. Pettiford
proved the association’s most valuable and hardest-working apostle of
Black banking. Pettiford traveled the country consulting with and train-
ing fledgling Black bankers. Pettiford, a Black banking pioneer, had
founded the third Black-owned bank in the country: the Alabama
Penny Savings Bank in Birmingham in 1890. He likely provided
Minnie and Wayne Cox invaluable advice during the year they lived in
exile in Birmingham after the Indianola Affair. Pettiford earned the nick-
name “‘Daddy’ of all the Negro banks in the U.S.”25 He visitedMississippi
at least once, speaking at the 1908 MNBA meeting in Mound Bayou.26

By the 1910s, Black banks in Mississippi had reason to feel like suc-
cessful monuments of protest (see Table 2).27 While their assets were
impressive for a community struggling against racist exclusion and
exploitation, those assets represented a fraction of the finance capital
available in the state. For example, of the 332 state banks, Black banks
combined held a mere 1 percent of the total loans and discounts in the
state. This sobering statistic, however, does not capture the full impact
of Black banks in their communities. In Jackson, for instance, more
than five hundred Black men and women owned half a million dollars’
worth of real estate. American Trust and Savings Bank and Southern
Bank, the two Black-owned banks in the city, held virtually all of the
566 mortgages, which they made on “easy terms” to Black customers.28

The financial picture looked even rosier if one considered Black-con-
trolled fraternal orders and insurance companies (see Figure 2). These
financial institutions provided a range of financial services to Afro-

25 Johnson, “National Negro Bankers’ Association,” 175.
26Wayne Cox served as vice president of the NNBA under Pettiford in 1911 and 1912.

“Three Kinds of Negro Banks,” Freeman (Indianapolis), 13 Oct. 1906, 3; “Mississippi
Bankers Meet”; “Negro Bankers’ Meeting.” See also W. R. Pettiford, “The Negro Banker: His
Opportunity. Symposium Discussion Conducted under the Direction of the National Negro
Bankers’ Association,” in Report of the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the National
Negro Business League, Held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, August 20–22, 1913 (Philadel-
phia, 1913), 212–21.

27 The comparison of assets in Table 2 does not capturemore detailed financial information
such as operating costs. It is a challenge to locate and access consistent annual information
about the fraternals because of gaps in the state records and changes in financial data reported
and calculations between extant reports.

28Woodard, Negro Progress, 4. The combined loans and discounts and deposits of state
banks, including Black banks, was $48,366,271 and $43,917,825, respectively. Statements
Showing the Condition of State and National Banks in Mississippi, 1910 (Nashville, 1910).
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Mississippians, including burial and death benefits, personal loans, and
mortgages, and they invested in Black businesses, churches, and com-
munity groups. They kept part of their assets in Black banks, and they
often shared with banks board members and stockholders. Fraternal
orders and insurance companies counted among the active members
and leadership of the MNBA and the Mississippi Negro Business
League. For some sense of these societies as modest but significant eco-
nomic powerhouses, in 1905 Mississippi boasted twenty-five Black-
controlled societies with nearly 25,000 members and revenues of
$400,000 (about $11.5 million in modern-day dollars), dwarfing the
number of white fraternals. In 1908, at least four Black fraternals each
managed more than a million dollars of insurance in force; not one of
the five white-managed fraternals founded in the state could make
such a claim. By 1910, the number of Black insurance societies stood at
forty-six with over $27 million (about $761 million in modern-day
dollars) of insurance in force. In 1910, the Mississippi Beneficial Life
Insurance Company, an insurance company started by Wayne and
Minnie Cox in 1908, became the first Black-owned company in the
country to offer whole-life insurance benefits.29

Table 2
Assets and Capitalization of Black-Owned Banks in Mississippi,

1910

Name of bank Loans and discounts Deposits Capital paid in

American Trust and Savings $29,668 $16,673 $11,720
Bank of Mound Bayou $92,058 $79,250 $13,900
Bluff City Savings $35,095 not reported $8,060
Delta Penny Savings $89,195 $97,885 $21,730
Delta Savings Bank $46,293 $40,007 $4,807
Magic City Bank $14,306 $8,587 $7,155
Penny Savings $17,813 $18,792 $4,480
Peoples Penny Savings $17,138 $12,564 $11,270
Southern $46,275 $40,460 $10,100
Union Savings $39,956 $21,032 $9,682
Totals $427,797 $335,250 $102,904

Source: Statements Showing the Condition of State and National Banks in Mississippi, 1910
(Nashville, 1910).
Note: “Loans and discounts” column includes loans, discounts on personal endorsements, real
estate, or collateral securities.

29W. A. Scott, “Fraternal Mutual Aid and Benefit Associations,” and E. H.McKissack, “Odd
Fellows Fraternal and Mutual Aid Benefit Association,” both in Report of the Second Annual
Convention of theMississippi Negro Business League, Held in Jackson, Miss., June 13 and 14,
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Themodest but growing economic role of Black banks alone does not
explain the tenacity with which white officials and citizens attacked Black
banks. They perceived Black political power as a threat. Black Republi-
cans influenced the national presidential elections, some local political
races, and white appointments to federal patronage positions. For
example, in the 1912 presidential election, Black men cast 4,000 of the
4,500 Republican votes in Mississippi. Ironically, the 1890 Mississippi
constitution had effectively abolished the electoral power of the state’s
Black majority. Black Republicans represented only about 2 percent of
eligible Black men of voting age, but voting as a bloc multiplied their

Figure 2. Office of the Excelsior Grand Court of Calanthe, ca. 1911, Edwards, Mississippi. The
Calantheans were the women’s auxiliary to the Colored Knights of Pythias. It operated a frater-
nal insurance program for women and children that rivaled that of its brother Knights.
(Source: Isaiah W. Crawford and Patrick H. Thompson, eds., Multum in Parvo: An Authenti-
cated History of Progressive Negroes [Jackson, MS, 1912]).

1906 (Mound Bayou, MS, [1906]), 61–62, 67; “Directory of Fraternal Organizations: Missis-
sippi,” Spectator Insurance Year Book, 1909–1910, vol. 37 (New York, 1909), 488; State of
Mississippi, Insurance Department, “Business Done by Fraternal Organizations: Colored
Organizations,” in Biennial Report, 1909 to 1911, [page number not printed]. See also financial
information about Black fraternals in Mississippi in Howard Washington Odum, “Social and
Mental Traits of the Negro . . .,” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 1910), 100–1. On the Missis-
sippi Beneficial Life Insurance Company, see Shennette Garrett-Scott, “‘To Do a Work That
Would Be Very Far Reaching’: Minnie Geddings Cox, the Mississippi Life Insurance
Company, and the Challenges of Black Women’s Business Leadership in the Early Twenti-
eth-Century United States,” Enterprise & Society 17, no. 3 (2016): 473–514.
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power and could turn the tide in some contests. Thus, while the Indian-
ola Affair had effectively diminished Black Republicans’ presence in
patronage positions, their stature as a reliable voting bloc in the state
gave them significant influence in assigning patronage to whites they
deemed worthy—a state of affairs that sat uncomfortably not only with
“lily-white” Republicans but also with Democrats. White Republican
and Democratic interests, inside and outside of Mississippi, converged
in a shared desire to stamp out Black political influence, particularly in
the wake of the contentious 1912 presidential elections. Lily-white
Republicans along with Democrats across the country launched baseless
probes and planted unsubstantiated stories in the press about pervasive
corruption and venality among Black Republicans. The national Repub-
lican Party passed resolutions to reduce Southern representation as an
end run around Blacks’ political influence in the party (see Figure 3).30

The upcoming 1914 midterm elections only renewed whites’ unease
about what they characterized as Blacks Republicans’ illegitimate and
excessive political influence in the state. Some of the most vocal Black
Republicans were also Black bankers or served on bank boards. Nearly
all of the members of the delegation that visited President Howard
Taft in 1909, for example, were connected to Black banks, including
head cashier Charles Banks and president Isaiah Montgomery of the
Bank of Mound Bayou; attorney Willis E. Mollison, president of
Lincoln Savings; board member Dr. W. A. Attaway and president John
W. Strauther of the Delta Savings Bank; T. J. Wilson, treasurer of the
Grand Lodge of the Colored Masons; and president Wayne Cox and
attorney and board member Perry W. Howard of the Delta Penny
Savings Bank. Others, like Eugene and Mary Booze of Mound Bayou,
earned reputations as well-known political bosses who controlled
many of the plum patronage positions in their counties.31

30 Paul D. Casdorph, Republicans, Negroes, and Progressives in the South, 1912–1916
(University, AL, 1982), 55; McMillen, Dark Journey, 57–58; Geoffrey Cowan, Let the People
Rule: Theodore Roosevelt and the Birth of the Presidential Primary (New York, 2016),
164–65; Thomas Cripps, “The Lily White Republicans: The Negro, the Party, and the South
in the Progressive Era” (PhD diss., University of Maryland, 1967), 344, 346–47; “Radical
Change in Southern Representation Is Adopted,” Adviser (Montgomery, AL), 15 Dec. 1913
(reel 2), “Plan to Cut South’s GOP Representation,” New York Age, 9 Apr. 1914 (reel 3), and
“Southern Representation Reduced,” Baltimore Afro-American, 31 Oct. 1914 (reel 3), all in
Tuskegee Institute News Clippings File, 1899–1966 (Sanford, NC, 1976), microfilm.

31 “At the National Capital,” Freeman (Indianapolis), 10 Apr. 1909, 1. Though most sources
mention Eugene, it was his wife Mary Montgomery Booze who wielded the greater political
influence. See Shennette Garrett-Scott, “Biographical Sketch of Mary Cordelia Montgomery
Booze,” in Online Biographical Dictionary of the Woman Suffrage Movement in the United
States, Alexander Street database, last modified 2021, https://search.alexanderstreet.com/
view/work/bibliographic_entity%7Cbibliographic_details%7C5119944
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Some Afro-Mississippians possessed impressive wealth and social
capital. For many of them, Black banks and fraternals had played
crucial roles in amassing their fortunes. Dr. Sidney Redmond of
Jackson, reputed to be “the wealthiest Negro in town,” owned over a
hundred residential properties and two drugstores, most of which had
been financed by American Trust and Savings Bank and other Black-
owned banks in the state. Redmond served as president of American
Trust.32 A. J. Brown of Vicksburg owned a coal company and a brick
manufactory with plants in Vicksburg and Kosciusko. He had sold
more than 850 homes and farms to Blacks families between 1900 and
1908. Ephraim H. McKissack of Holly Springs headed the Colored Odd
Fellows Benefit Association, which had more than one million dollars

Figure 3. “But Heah I Is!,” political cartoon, 1916. A Black Republican bloc could wield influ-
ence on federal appointments for both white Republicans and Democrats. This state of affairs
led to efforts to reduce Southern representation before the 1912 presidential election and
during the 1916 elections. (Source: undated and untitled clipping from Tuskegee Institute
News Clippings File, 1899–1966 [Sanford, NC, 1976], reel 4.)

32Woodard, Negro Progress in a Mississippi Town, 5.
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of insurance in force. McKissack also served on the boards of directors
for both the American Trust and Savings Bank and Southern Bank,
and he cofounded and served as general manager of the Union Guaranty
Insurance Company. He owned property in Holly Springs and Jackson,
Mississippi, and Memphis, Tennessee, making him one of the wealthiest
men in Mississippi.33

Though Black Republicans’ numbers were little threat to Democratic
dominance, their political influence and growing economic power antag-
onized white legislators and citizens.More accurately, it was their perfor-
mance of power that affronted the racial logic of Jim Crow in the minds
of many white people: these Negroes with their White House delega-
tions, filibusters at Republican committee meetings, and letters back
and forth with federal officials magistrating yeas or nays about which
white folks were right for local offices. The smell of sawdust from
newly constructed halls and houses, the gleam from a Black child’s
new pair of shoes, and the conviction with which a sharecropper
slapped crisp dollar bills on the general store counter reeked of the
taint of dreaded Negro rule. Ridding the body politic of this cancer
demanded skillful precision rather than indiscriminate brawn. Legisla-
tors easily justified to themselves the urgent need to remove what they
saw as the corrupting influence of Negro venality and profiteering in
public life, spread by Black banks and their bankers.

Black banks were a particularly effective target. The practical effect
of banking regulation reached deep into the communal and economic
networks of Black financial institutions and communities. Black banks
housed the funds of other financial engines in the Black community:
churches, secret societies, and insurance companies. For example, the
Knights and Ladies of Honor deposited the lion’s share of its revenues
in the Knights of Honor Bank and, later, Lincoln Savings. The Masonic
Benefit Association (MBA) boasted over $1 million of insurance in
force (equivalent to $26 million in modern-day dollars) by the 1910s.
The MBA deposited part of its revenues in the Bank of Mound Bayou,
as did the Sons and Daughters of Tabor, which also operated its head-
quarters out of the Bank of Mound Bayou building. The Union Guaranty
Insurance Company depended on the Southern Bank in Jackson. Both
the Woodmen of the Union Benefit Association and the Mississippi
Life Insurance Company relied on the Delta Penny Savings Bank in Indi-
anola. These financial institutions also employed hundreds of Black men
and women. The Black men and women who occupied these middle-

33Mollison, Leading Afro-Americans, 33; “Professor E. H. McKissack,” in Hamilton,
Beacon Lights, 396–97, 399–400; E. H. McKissack, Last Will and Testament of E. H. McKis-
sack, no. 5129, 25 July 1917, pp. 46–47, TS, Record of Wills, book 2 (1920–1952), Chancery
Clerk Office, Holly Springs, MS.
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class, white-collar jobs escaped the typical low-paying, servile, grueling,
and often dangerous jobs left open to Black people as domestics, agricul-
tural laborers, and factory and mill workers. For Black women, in partic-
ular, Black financial institutions provided white-collar jobs that allowed
them to escape the sexual harassment and violence they often faced
working in whites’ homes. Black banks in Mississippi blazed trails for
women as well: two banks, Lincoln Savings and American Trust, had
women head cashiers.34

Black banks were also sources of easy credit and financial assistance
for Black businesses. For example, Mississippi Life and the Delta Penny
creatively managed their financial relationships. Before stricter regula-
tion prevented such collusion, the Delta Penny required that anyone
receiving a loan from the bank take out a Mississippi Life policy in the
principal amount of the loan and designate the bank as sole beneficiary.
Other Black banks engaged in even more questionable financial prac-
tices. Delta Savings Bank in Greenville had gone nearly bankrupt in
1912 but local lore holds that it survived because local Black prostitutes
persuaded their white clients to deposit money in the bank. The bank still
failed in 1913.35

Perhaps most alarming to the white business-civic elite was the
threat that Black banks posed to the crop-lien and sharecropping
systems, the most prevalent and abusive forms of credit for farmers
who owned little or no land. Black farmers without land of their own
exchanged their labor to large landholders for a portion of the crop.
Landlords charged for everything, locking tenants and sharecroppers
in a never-ending cycle of debt. Independent Black farmers, too, desper-
ately needed access to loans and credit to keep their farms afloat. The
most common financing options available to early twentieth-century

34Mabel Z. Mollison served as head cashier of the first Black bank in the state, the Knights
of Honor of the World Savings Bank, which became Lincoln Savings Bank in 1904 and relo-
cated to Vicksburg. American Trust in Jackson appointed Maggie W. Beadles head cashier
in 1912. Mollison, Leading Afro-Americans, 48; “Woman Bank Cashier,” Globe (Nashville),
5 Jan 1912, 8. On Black women workers in financial institutions, see Shennette Garrett-
Scott, Banking on Freedom: Black Women in U.S. Finance before the New Deal (New York,
2019); Angel Kwolek-Folland, “The African American Financial Industries: Issues of Class,
Race and Gender in the Early 20th Century,” Business and Economic History 23, no. 2
(1994): 85–107.

35Wayne Cox, “The Insurance Business,” in Report of the Seventeenth Annual Convention
of the National Negro Business League, Kansas City, Missouri, August 16–18, 1916 (Nashville,
1916), 94–95; George W. Powell, “Industrial Insurance,” in 1910 NNBL Proceedings, 98;
Greenville Travel Club,History of Blacks in Greenville, Mississippi, 1868–1975 ([Greenville?],
1971), n.p., Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, MS (hereafter MDAH).
See also loans to tenant and sharecropper farmers on Minnie Cox’s plantation in Sunflower
County in “Petition to Be Allowed to Finish Furnish[ing] Contractors, Manage Crops, Etc.,”
filed 17 May 1916, in Probate Records, Estate of Wayne W. Cox, Minnie M. Cox, Executrix,
file 2812, Chancery Court, Indianola, MS.
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farmers included banks, cotton factors, larger landowners, and supplymer-
chants or local storekeepers. It is not likely that Black cotton farmers could
take advantage of creative financing options such as local farmers unions
and cooperative groups’ warehouse certificates utilized by white farmers.
Black farmers, even more than working-class mechanics and labors,
invested heavily in Black banks and served on their executive boards, as
anxious perhaps to lock down ready sources of funding as to boost the rep-
utation of the banks. The Peoples Penny Savings Bank in Yazoo City, for
example, advertised that some of the most prosperous Black landholders
in the state held stock in its bank. Bryan G. Vernon of Vicksburg, one of
the largest Black farmers in the county, was a major stockholder in the
Union Savings Bank in Vicksburg.36

Black banks typically offered credit and loans to farmers at rates con-
siderably lower, and at terms more aggregable, than white planters, mer-
chants, and bankers. Loans and credit from Black banks enabled
sharecroppers and farmers to purchase desperately needed supplies and
to take care of family needs and expenses. Doing business with Black
banks left open the very real possibility that farmers could make a profit
at the end of the picking season and have cash money left in their
pockets. The threat that Black farmers could move from under the
thumb of debt peonagemetastasized the cancer of Black political influence
in the minds of whites across political allegiance and social class. Reform
would prove a highly effective tool for checking Black ambition. Through
banking regulation, particularly for Black banks, legislators could proverbi-
ally kill multiple monuments of protest with one regulatory stone.

The Devil This Side of Hades: The Mississippi Banking Law of 1914

By the time the state legislature convened in January 1913, few could
plausibly deny the need to strengthen the state’s oversight of its banks.37

36 Local farmers unions and cooperative groups such as the Mississippi Valley Cotton
Planters Association issued certificates to farmers who stored their cotton in the unions’ and
co-ops’ warehouses. Farmers used these warehouse certificates as collateral for loans from
banks and other lenders. See Horace Brightberry Brown Jr., “The Development and Present
Status of the Cooperative Marketing of Cotton in the State of Mississippi” (PhD diss., North-
western University, 1941), 31, 37–39, 67–68, 68n8; “People Penny Savings Bank,” Herald
(Yazoo City, MS), 10 Jan. 1908, 8; Mollison, Leading Afro-Americans, n.p. For examples of
efforts by Black Mississippi landholders to navigate various credit options, see John
C. Willis, Forgotten Time: The Yazoo-Mississippi Delta after the Civil War (Charlottesville,
2000), 64–68, 128–29, 203–4n35.

37 The Mississippi legislature created the State Banking Department in 1888, which
required only that banks publish periodic reports in local newspapers. In the late 1880s,
about thirty state banks operated in the state. During the 1890s that number more than
tripled and continued to increase rapidly through the first decade of the twentieth century.
In 1892 the state added new regulations, but they were very lenient: banks were now required
to submit quarterly reports to the state auditor. The new regulations, however, lacked legisla-
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The Panic of 1907 had lain bare serious defects in the state’s banking
industry. Between 1907 and 1914, at least one hundred banks failed
every year, with 1911 to 1913 representing some of the worst years. The
number of bank start-ups, however, proved robust enough to show a
net increase in the state’s numbers of banks. Depositors complained to
and sought relief from their state representatives, and the state legisla-
ture did take some halfhearted steps toward addressing the problem of
bank closures. In his inaugural address during the 1912 session, Gover-
nor Earl Brewer acknowledged the importance of banks to everyday cit-
izens and the lack of protection for consumers. In 1913, the House and
Senate made a resolution to study banking conditions in the state and
make recommendations to the 1914 session. Apparently, legislators did
not take the problem seriously enough to suggest new laws, perhaps
because enough banks had either opened or reopened to realize positive
growth, however anemic, in the numbers of state banks every year (see
Table 3).38

The highly publicized late-1913 failure of the First National Bank in
Natchez, which resulted in losses of more than half a million dollars
(about $13 million in modern dollars), made it impossible for legislators
to ignore the state’s banking crisis. The bank’s failure had a ripple effect
on other banks across the state. As the legislature sat in session during
the first two months of 1914, more banks continued to fail. Wanting to
show itself proactive on the issue of banking reform and to deflect
mounting criticism, the legislature significantly appended the state’s
banking laws. The 1914 law established a governor-appointed Board of
Examiners, with commissioners to serve four-year terms. The commis-
sioners supervised a team of examiners who inspected banks in the

tive teeth; the auditor could not force compliance or punish reprobate financial institutions.
Vertical File Subject File: Banking-General, 1800–1982, MDAH; Arthur Leon Rogers, “Missis-
sippi Banking during Depression and Recovery” (MA thesis, George Washington University,
1938), 12; Alfred B. Butts, “Public Administration inMississippi” (PhD diss., Columbia Univer-
sity, [1919?]); Dunbar Rowland, ed., Publications of the Mississippi Historical Society (repr.,
Jackson, MS, 1919), 162; Jon Moen, “Banking,” in Encyclopedia of Mississippi History, last
modified 27 Apr. 2018, https://mississippiencyclopedia.org/entries/banking/.

38 The state did not keep official numbers of bank failures in the state. Rogers, “Mississippi
Banking,” 15–16; James S. Love to Gene Holcomb, 2 July 1940, in Vertical File Subject File:
Love, James Sandford (hereafter Love Vertical File), MDAH; “Governor Brewer’s Inaugural
Address,” Simpson County News (Mendenhall, MS), 18 Jan. 1912, 8; State of Mississippi,
Journal of the House of Representatives. . . [June 10–14, 1912] (Nashville, 1912), 12; Thornton
Cooke, “Deposit Guaranty in Mississippi,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 29, no. 2 (1915):
419–25; Butts, “Public Administration,” 162–65, 163n2, 163, table “Number of Banks,
1900–1918”; “Depositors Guarantee Law for Mississippi Probable This Legislature,” Daily
Herald (Biloxi, MS), 19 Jan. 1914, 8. On the Panic of 1907, see Milton Friedman and Anna
Jacobson Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United States, 1867–1960 (Princeton, 1963),
156–68; C. A. E. Goodhart, “Crisis of 1907,” in Business Cycles and Depressions: An Encyclo-
pedia, ed. David Glasner (New York, 1997), 134–5.
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state twice a year; the surprise audit represented a key tool in the exam-
iners’ arsenal. Not surprisingly, the specter of an examiner appearing at a
bank’s doorsteps to conduct an in-depth audit without prior warning
irked a number of bankers.39

The new guaranty of deposits provision, however, drew the most
vocal and harshest criticism. The guaranty provision represented a
type of insurance protection for customers’ deposits. The proposed
plan required banks to pay a percentage of their deposit balances into
a centralized fund. In the event any bank in the state failed, the fund
would supplement whatever money a receiver was able to recoup for
bank customers. While deposit insurance would become a hallmark of
New Deal legislation in the 1930s, several northeastern and midwestern
state legislatures first developed deposit guaranty funds, early versions

Table 3
Number of Mississippi State Banks and Total Resources,

1900–1914

Year Number of state banks Total resources (in 000s)

1900 101 $19,346
1901 117 $23,984
1902 129 $26,545
1903 153 $33,255
1904 183 $41,513
1905 234 $50,621
1906 263 $57,692
1907 274 $60,354
1908 316 $56,876
1909 324 $60,950
1910 328 $66,689
1911 342 $76,490
1912 334 $74,222
1913 331 $75,321
1914 296 $64,063

Source: Superintendent of Banks, State of Mississippi, Statements Showing the Condition of
State and National Banks in the State of Mississippi, 1932 (Jackson, MS, 1932), 87110,
reprinted in George S. Peck, “A Critical Survey of State Commercial Banking in Mississippi”
(PhD diss., Indiana University, 1952), 29.

39 All modern dollar figures calculated using The Inflation Calculator (https://westegg.
com/inflation/). The new state law included requirements such as that all capital stock be
paid in full; set limits on the amount of real estate investment and liabilities in a bank’s port-
folio; and prohibited interlocking directorates and branch banks. On specifics of law, see James
Thomas Brown, A Story of Banking in Mississippi (New York, 1961), 19–20; Rogers, “Missis-
sippi Banking,” 23–25; Butts, “Public Administration,” 174. On the First National Bank failure,
see “Bank Failure Kills Plantation Companies,” Daily News (Jackson, MS), 1 Nov. 1913, 3.
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of deposit insurance, in the early nineteenth century. States’ interest in
guaranty funds waned, however, following the emergence of a national
banking system and the increased use of national bank notes beginning
in the 1860s. The rapid growth of deposit banking in the late nineteenth
century revealed the need to provide stronger protections for depositors,
but states were reluctant to readopt the older guaranty fund models.
Starting in the late 1880s, nearly two dozen state legislatures proposed
potential statutes establishing guaranty funds, but none passed.

The Panic of 1907 thrust to the forefront of national attention ques-
tions about the state’s responsibility to assume a greater role in protect-
ing bank customers. William Jennings Bryan included a deposit
guaranty program as part of the platform of his unsuccessful 1908 pres-
idential campaign. Nearly half a dozen states took up the question of a
state-managed guaranty system in the wake of the panic. Early versions
of the 1913 bill that would eventually become the Federal Reserve Act
had included a deposit guaranty provision, but it did not make it into
the final version of the bill that passed in December 1913. By World
War I, eight states had adopted deposit guaranty provisions. The fact
that eight states passed guaranty provisions acknowledged not only
growing public interest in adopting more aggressive bank reform mea-
sures but also the growing importance of local banks in the economic
and social lives of everyday citizens. At the same time, the low
numbers of state guaranty programs, as well as failures to enact guaranty
provisions at the federal level, reflected the complex political and cul-
tural dynamics that influenced the political will to confront questions
of state responsibility to protect consumers.40

Some Mississippi bankers were apoplectic with rage when news of
the proposed deposit guaranty provisions in the new banking law
leaked to the public in early 1914. A bit of their angst may have been left-
over resentment over passage of the Federal Reserve Act a few months
earlier. The Democratic Party, controlled largely by Southern states,
fought the bill vigorously, claiming, among other criticisms, that a
central bank represented an invidious, monopolistic “money trust.”
More Representatives fromMississippi than any other state participated
in debates about the bill in the U.S. House. Carter Glass, Representative
from Virginia and chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee,

40Between 1907 and 1917, eight states adopted deposit guaranty legislation: Kansas, Mis-
sissippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, andWashington. Fourteen
others (Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, Tennessee, andWisconsin) seriously debated guaranty pro-
posals in the same period. Carter H. Golembe, “The Deposit Insurance Legislation of 1933: An
Examination of Its Antecedents and Its Purposes,” Political Science Quarterly 75, no. 2 (1960):
181–200; Christopher W. Shaw, “‘The Man in the Street Is For It’: The Road to the FDIC,”
Journal of Policy History 27, no. 1 (2015): 36–60.
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further revised the reserve-system bill and eventually won Democrats’
support in the House and Senate, though back in Mississippi a vocal
group of bankers carped about the new reserve system.41

Leaders of the Mississippi Bankers Association (MsBA) called on all
bankers in the state to “wage an open and aggressive lobby against the
guarantee clause” in the state’s new banking bill.42 They believed the
guaranty requirement infringed on bankers’ autonomy. Mississippi
state senator Jesse Denson, who was a member of the banking commit-
tee that helped draft the new law, even criticized the state’s new banking
law as “wrong in principle and vicious in effect.”43 Criticism in the state
House was particularly “contentious,” a local paper reported—not sur-
prising, the journalist surmised, since a sizable number of representa-
tives were also bankers. Enough “ugly words” flew around during two
days of debates that the House vote had to be postponed until tempers
cooled.44

Other critics framed their concerns in terms of privilege and charac-
ter. They protested that the new provisions encouraged inexperienced or
speculative newcomers to enter the field. It made lax bankers more
imprudent because the act offered an out when—not if—their banks
failed. Charges of socialist leanings and radical subversion peppered
bankers’ criticisms as well. Some state banks threatened to become
national banks rather than comply with the guaranty provision. As a con-
cession to widespread resistance, the Mississippi Senate added a proviso
allowing banks a year, until March 15, 1915, to comply with the new guar-
anty provisions. The bank examinations and other provisions of the law,
however, took effect immediately.45

41 The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 put the northern half of Mississippi under the jurisdic-
tion of the St. Louis Federal Reserve District and the southern half under the Atlanta Fed.
These two districts would pursue divergent policies that added to the unpopularity of the
reserve system in some quarters. Rogers, “Mississippi Banking,” 20–22; “Uncurrent Events:
National Monetary Commission, 1909–1912,” Inside FRASER Blog, 2 May 2018, https://
fraser.stlouisfed.org/blog/2018/05/national-monetary-commission-1909-1912/; Gary Rich-
ardson and Tim Sablik, “Banking Panics of the Gilded Age,” Federal Reserve History, 4
Dec. 2015, https://www.federalreservehistory.org/essays/banking_panics_of_the_gilde-
d_age; Simone Selva, “Federal Reserve Bank,” in The American Economy: A Historical Ency-
clopedia, ed. Cynthia Clark Northrup (Santa Barbara, CA, 2011); Peter Conti-Brown,
“Founding the Federal Reserve: Narrative Institutional History and Central Banking in the
United States, 1789–1955” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2017), 83–85, 95–109; “Bank
Legislation,” Herald (Yazoo City, MS), 27 Feb. 1914, 4.

42 State of Mississippi, Journal of the House of Representatives. . . [January 6–March 28,
1914] (Nashville, 1914), 670.

43 “Eight Leaders on the Banking Bill,” Daily News (Jackson, MS), 15 Feb. 1914, 8.
44 Both quotes in “The Flood of New Bills Not So Large,” Herald (Yazoo City, MS), 6 Feb.

1914, 1; Rogers, “Mississippi Banking,” 21. For specific reasons why Mississippi bankers were
critical of the Federal Reserve, see Rogers, “Mississippi Banking,” 21–22.

45 Supporters of the new banking law noted that the bill protected good bankers and
weeded out bad ones. They argued that the decision to delay the guaranty provision for a
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Though not singled out in legislators’ jeremiads about federal intru-
sion, autonomy, and character, race suffused the subtext of the state’s
new banking law. In his welcome address to the MsBA meeting in the
summer of 1914, former mayor of Vicksburg and bank president
B. W. Griffith reminded bankers that Mississippi had “purer Anglo
Saxon blood than that of any state in the Union.” He also invoked the
Civil War as a crucible from which the state had emerged stronger.46

Indeed, MsBA president J. F. Flournoy echoed Griffith by comparing
passage of new federal banking laws to Civil War conditions, a time
when the federal government exercised “vast power” over the South.47

Local priorities, political differences, and questions of economic diversi-
fication and personal qualifications often divided MsBA members. Invo-
cation of racial purity and the “Southern way of life”—undergirded by
imagined racial hierarchies—rallied the disparate factions within the
organization.48

The new 1914 law reflected the wave of progressive, state-level
reforms of business and public institutions sweeping the country. In
theory, regulation made capital socially responsible and compelled the
state to protect legitimate social institutions to ensure that they served
the people. In practice, however, notions of who was responsible to
whom, what institutions were legitimate, or even who were “the
people” meant that certain constituencies and institutions received pro-
tections while the state targeted others for exceptional censure. Nested
within the silcrows and the arcane, antiseptic legalese of the statute lay
emotional assertions of whiteness and manhood. Mississippi reformers
narrowly defined legitimate participation in the political economy to
exclude African Americans. White supremacy informed notions of
manhood and mastery in ways that cut across class, consistently under-
mining solidarity around issues of economic and political rights that the
poor, working, and middle classes shared across racial lines. Instead,
racial hierarchies invested whiteness with a social, cultural, and political

year allowed examiners to help banks become stronger so that the guaranty would not be
needed. Shaw, “‘Man in the Street,’” 40–41; John S. Love to Gene Holcomb, 2 July 1940, in
Love Vertical File, MDAH; “Eight Leaders”; “Will Collier on Currency,” Daily News
(Jackson, MS), 13 Sept. 1913, 1, 2; “The Kyle Banking Bill Discussed in the Senate,” Herald
(Yazoo City, MS), 30 Jan. 1914, 1; “Senate Ratifies Conference Report on Banking Bill,”
Daily News (Jackson, MS), 13 Feb. 1914, 1; “Mr. MartinWrites Chairman of the Banking Com-
mittee Relative to the New Law,” Reveille (Port Gibson, MS), 26 Feb. 1914, 7; “Bank Legisla-
tion”; “Will Not Ask for National Charter,” Daily News (Jackson, MS), 11 Apr. 1914, 16.

46 B. W. Griffith, “Welcome Address,” reprinted in “Bankers Hear Fine Addresses,”
Evening Post (Vicksburg, MS), 5 May 1914, 1.

47 “Bankers Hear Fine Addresses,” 7.
48 Some of the various issues discussed in the MSBA’s organ, the Mississippi Banker, are

summarized in George S. Peck, “A Critical Survey of State Commercial Banking in Mississippi”
(PhD diss., Indiana University, 1951), 96–97.
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currency that undergirded whites’ claims to citizenship and access while
marking those same rights as off limits to African Americans. Afro-Mis-
sissippians’ economic autonomy and civic involvement threatened fun-
damentally the claims of whiteness to political power, economic
independence, and social identity and thus set Afro-Mississippians
squarely in reformers’ crosshairs.49

Clearly, the 1914 Mississippi Banking Law was not created specifi-
cally to dismantle African American banks, but one should not ignore
how so-called colorblind regulations alternately mask and exacerbate
inequities around not only race but also gender. The debates over the
Federal Reserve and the banking law reinforced the critical links
between political economic power and manly independence. White
men conscripted state power to legitimate the new banking law in mul-
tivalent ways. They projected their power and asserted their influence by
policing symbols of Black economic autonomy, respectability, and polit-
ical influence. The examinations afforded them closer scrutiny of and
greater leverage over Black banks, customers, and assets. To be sure,
both white- and Black-controlled banks needed reform and regulation,
but bringing down a strong regulatory arm on Black banks in particular
reinforced both the efficacy of stronger banking reform and Black
people’s lack of capacity to engage in the highest echelons of American
business.50

Whites certainly did not need a statute to shut down Black banks.
The experiences of Peoples Penny Savings Bank in Yazoo City and
Bluff City Bank in Natchez portend the willingness of whites to use
state police powers to close Black banks—with or without a law. In
May 1913, Peoples Penny president Rev. Henry Howe King and cashier

49Whites certainly were not averse to making expedient alliances with African Americans.
Consider Populism and the early twentieth-century (and admittedly tumultuous) Black-and-
Tan Republican factions. A wide-ranging, committed, and sustained cross-racial coalition,
however, proved nearly impossible—not just in the South but in other areas of the country.
What follows is merely a tiny selection from the scholarship: Steven Hahn, The Roots of South-
ern Populism: Yeomen Farmers and the Transformation of the Georgia Upcountry, 1850–
1890 (New York, 1983); Stephen Kantrowitz, “Ben Tillman and Hendrix McLane, Agrarian
Rebels: White Manhood, ‘The Farmers,’ and the Limits of Southern Populism,” Journal of
Southern History 66, no. 3 (2000): 497–524; James M. Beeby, ed., Populism in the South
Revisited: New Interpretations and New Departures (Jackson, MS, 2012); Neil
R. McMillen, “Perry W. Howard, Boss of Black-and-Tan Republicanism in Mississippi,
1924–1960,” Journal of Southern History 48, no. 2 (1982): 205–24; Louis Fagnan, “‘The Prin-
ciples of Republicanism’: Black and Tan Republicans in South Carolina, 1895–1950” (PhD
diss., Emory University, 2018).

50 For an example of the racial and gendered dimensions of banking regulations in the
period in other states, see Garrett-Scott, Banking on Freedom, 87–111. On how tax policies
and regulatory regimes adversely affected Black insurance societies and firms to the benefit
of white-controlled companies after World War II, see Christy Ford Chapin, “‘Going Behind
with that Fifteen Cent Policy’: Black-Owned Insurance Companies and the State,” Journal
of Policy History 24, no. 4 (2012): 644–74.
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Albert Banks faced seventeen counts of fraud and criminal misconduct.
Cashier Banks, a former president of the Mississippi Negro Business
League, also faced criminal theft charges. Local authorities claimed
King and Banks took money from depositors and stockholders although
the two men knew Peoples Penny was practically insolvent.

When the bank opened in 1905, its future had looked very promis-
ing. John L. Webb, leader of the Colored Woodmen, had been a
driving force behind the bank’s founding. Peoples Penny held some of
the Colored Woodmen’s assets. As one of the most successful Black-con-
trolled fraternal insurance societies in the region, the Colored Wood-
men’s assets buoyed the bank’s financial growth in its early years. By
1911, investors had paid in all of Peoples Penny’s $10,000 capital, and
the bank maintained a modest reserve.51 However, the bank’s liberal
lending practices spelled trouble: It had $38,000 in outstanding loans
but less than $2,000 cash on hand and $15,000 in time certificates of
deposit, which are similar to modern-day certificates of deposit, or
CDs. The bank operated much like a pawn shop. Customers used guns
as collateral for short-term loans. On the surface, such credit terms
seemed suspect. On closer consideration, however, Peoples Penny’s
credit terms responded to the community’s credit needs and practical
realities. Sharecroppers and small farmers, who were often in desperate
need of cash and credit, owned precious little collateral. While a vault full
of guns represented the valuable assets of small rural farmers, they were
not fungible assets for bankers. A slew of defaulted loans coupled with
Peoples Penny cashier Albert Banks’s alleged thefts from the already
small deposit accounts severely impaired the bank. By 1913, it must
have been practically defunct on paper, but bank president King may
have either been unaware of the bank’s serious financial impairment
or believed that increasing deposits could save the bank.52

Local white authorities used the local criminal courts instead of
leveraging the state’s existing banking regulations to wrest control of
the bank. When white Yazoo City citizens arrested, charged, and tried

51 The Ladies of Honor, the women’s auxiliary to the Colored Knights of Honor, maintained
its home office in Yazoo City and likely kept its assets in the bank. All discussion of Peoples
Penny from “Statement Showing the Condition of Peoples Penny Savings Bank,” Herald
(Yazoo City, MS), 29 Sept. 1911, 5; “Under $2000 Bonds,” Herald, 7 Feb. 1913, 1; “To Try
Negro Bankers,”Daily News (Jackson, MS), 9 May 1913, 2; “Big Court Term Adjourned Satur-
day,” Herald, 23 May 1913, 1; “Yazoo City (Miss.) News,” Freeman (Indianapolis), 26 Aug.
1911, 9; “Remembering the Peoples Penny Savings Bank,” Herald, 23 Feb. 2008, A01;
James, James, and James, Mississippi Black Bankers, 57; “Negro Banker Sentenced,” Talla-
hatchie Herald (Charleston, MS), 30May 1913, 4. The bank failed in 1913 not 1914, as reported
in James, James, and James, Mississippi Black Bankers, and “Remembering the Peoples
Penny.”

52 The bank had nearly $14,000 in deposits but more than twice that amount in outstand-
ing loans ($38,000). “Statement Showing the Condition of Peoples Penny Savings Bank.”
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King and Banks, they also seized control of the bank, its assets, and its
portfolio of loans. The sensational local headlines about the trial commu-
nicated different messages to white and Black communities. To whites,
the headlines conveyed the criminal and, therefore, dangerous inepti-
tude of Negroes who dared fancy themselves financiers. To Afro-Missis-
sippians, the headlines served as reminders of the far-reaching power
that whites could and would exercise over their financial lives.53

Bluff City Savings Bank in Natchez provides another example of how
state powers could crush even successful Black banks. “The leading
colored citizens” of Natchez, proclaimed local newspapers, had chartered
Bluff City Savings in late 1905.54 The bank quickly sold its outstanding
stock and maintained a conservative loan portfolio. Bluff City became
an important source of small, short-term loans. Farmers, for example,
could get $40 or $50 using their mule, livestock, and farm equipment
as collateral. The bank also made larger loans, such as mortgages on
homes, farms, and churches.55

Two unfortunate circumstances in late 1913 caused the bank to
falter. First, in late October First Natchez Bank failed, which had a
ripple effect on other banks in the area. The First Natchez closure led
to a run on all banks in and around Natchez. Second, Bluff City directors
decided to close the bank temporarily as a precautionary move. Bank
president Samuel H. C. Owen stressed publicly the directors’ decision
to give the bank time “to meet at once the demand[s] of all depositors.”56

However, the temporary closure proved permanent.57

During the hiatus, a bonded receiver or perhaps members of the
bank’s board discovered about $1,500 in missing funds. Police charged
assistant cashier Major Davis with embezzlement and arrested him in
January 2014. Black banks were not immune to embezzlement or even

53An all-white jury found Rev. King guilty and sentenced him to eighteenmonths in Parch-
man Prison. Because of his age, his esteem in the community, and the court’s estimation that
King was technically guilty but had not acted with malice, the court showed King leniency.
However, the court found Banks “criminally responsible for the bank’s failure” (quoted in
“Big Court Term Adjourned Saturday”). Banks appealed his sentence to the state Supreme
Court, but the record is unclear about his eventual legal fate.

54 “[Bluff City],” Crisis, Jan. 1914, 13.
55 “[Bluff City]”; “[Case of Major Davis],” Times-Democrat (New Orleans), 19 Dec. 1914.
56 “Another Natchez Bank Goes to the Wall Today,” Daily News (Jackson, MS), 31 Oct.

1913, 1.
57 Bluff City had undergone a thorough audit by a well-respected accounting firm in April

1912, which showed the bank in remarkable financial health. It deposited part of its funds in the
First Natchez Bank, which likely also acted as a clearinghouse for Bluff City Savings checks.
Such financial relationships were not unusual for small banks and were standard practice
for Black banks. “Bank Failure Kills”; “Depositors of Defunct Bank Ask for Change,”News (Bir-
mingham, AL), 1 Nov. 1913, 7; “Another Natchez Bank”; Banks, Negro Banks, 5–6; “[Case of
Major Davis],” Times-Democrat (New Orleans), 19 Dec. 1914; “Negro Assistant Cashier
Arrested,” Democrat (Natchez, MS), 7 Jan. 1914, 3.
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outright theft at the end of a gun; in most instances, however, thefts and
even embezzlement on their own were not enough to fell a bank. If Davis
had embezzled funds, his act violated the community’s trust. Working-
class men made up nearly two-thirds of Bluff City Savings’ stockholders,
and they likely made up most of its depositors. It was as if Davis had
reached his hands not only into the bank’s tills but into workers’ very
pockets. While sobering, the closure in October and Davis’s subsequent
arrest did not signal a death knell for the bank. It had $50,000 in assets
and, unlike many small Mississippi banks, white or Black run, its out-
standing loans represented a conservative portion rather than a lion’s
share of its ledger.

When the bank did not reopen after a couple of months, Natchez’s
Black community demanded reassurances. More than seven hundred
depositors met at the local Colored Knights of Pythias Hall in late
January to consider their options. Natchez’s white business-civic elite,
however, quickly dashed any hopes that the bank would reopen. The
local court ordered that the bank be placed in receivership. Mississippi
newspaper headlines detailing Davis’s trial, eventual conviction, and
sentence of five years in Parchman prison fed Mississippians’ bile about-
against bank closures and reaffirmed the wisdom of the state legislature
in creating new legislation to protect bank depositors.58

But Bluff City Savings was nowhere near insolvent. It was in remark-
able financial health, even considering the October bank run. Surpris-
ingly—or perhaps not—white Natchez residents pressed city
authorities to keep the bank closed and to force liquidation of its
assets. They demanded the bank immediately call due and payable its
loans and mortgages, whether the borrowers were in default or not.
Within three years, the court-appointed receiver recovered nearly two-
thirds of the amounts that depositors “lost” when the bank closed—
both a testament to the bank’s conservative lending practices and a
furtive nod to the easy terms that allowed locals to buy up Bluff City
notes and properties for pennies on the dollar. For example, one buyer
snapped up more than $750 in notes for $53 at auction.59

58 The state supreme court heard Davis’s appeal in January 1915 and upheld his sentence.
In early 1915, members of the grand jury and other white citizens petitioned the courts to
pardon Davis, noting that “very strong and bitter” feelings against bank officials rather than
the facts of the case explained the harshness of his sentence. The petitioners stated that the
eight months he had already spent in jail was enough punishment. “Notice! Notice! [Bluff
City],” Democrat (Natchez, MS), 23 Jan. 1914, 6; Crisis, Jan. 1914, 13; “Hear Major Davis,”
Democrat, 30 Jan. 1915, 2; “Major Davis Is Loser in Court,” Democrat, 9 Feb. 1915, 1; on
whites’ petition, “Petition for Pardon,” Democrat, 30 Mar. 1915, 9.

59 “[Bluff City Savings Bank],” Star (Denver), 10 Jan. 1914, 10; “Matters in Chancery,”Dem-
ocrat (Natchez,MS), 4 Feb. 1914, 2; “Bluff City Savings Bank,”Democrat, 6 Feb. 1914, 8;Crisis,
Mar. 1916, 217; “Bluff City Bank to Again Pay Dividend,” Democrat, 16 Jan. 1916, 8; “Receiver
Sells Notes of Bluff City Savings Bank,”Democrat, 14 Nov. 1916, 6; “Final Account of Bluff City
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A Negro “Who Knows How to Handle the Typical Southern White
Man”: Black Banks Confront the Mississippi Banking Law

The newlyminted bank examiners fanned out across the state begin-
ning in March 1914. Of the peak number of twelve Black banks in 1910,
only a third remained open by early 1914 (listed by date of opening):
Delta Penny Savings in Indianola; Bank of Mound Bayou in Mound
Bayou; Penny Savings Bank in Columbus; and Southern Bank in
Jackson. None of the surviving Black banks was expected to escape the
examiners’ scythe. It was not that Black banks did not need any regula-
tory oversight or correction; like virtually every bank in the state,
decades of operating with little oversight had resulted in some financially
suspect practices. Institutional and structural barriers related to racial
discrimination, however, compounded the problems of Black banks.
Limited access to formal and informal banking education—especiallymen-
torship by experienced bankers through apprenticeship and networking in
professional banking associations—made itmore, not less, likely that Black
banks would fall short of industry best practices. Black banks also relied on
an overwhelmingly Black customer base, namely farmers, professionals,
business owners, and workers, who were economically vulnerable—
partly because of the vicissitudes of themarket butmostly because of extra-
legal and state-sanctioned economic exploitation and violence.

Black banks faced a peculiar paradox: Those banks beset with prob-
lems reinforced in many white Mississippians’ minds the worst of the
Negro that they had come to expect. Those banks able to overcome the
myriad problems facing them and to manage some modest success
increased the likelihood that they would become targets of intimidation
and whitecapping. Black bankers, then, had reason to feel especially tar-
geted by the new legislation given examiners’ vigorous and enthusiastic
scrutiny. These sites of power became even more vulnerable to attack.60

Newlyminted bank examiner James Sanford Love was laser-focused
on eliminating Black banks. Love did not come from remarkable circum-
stances. Born in Noxubee County in 1877, he was one of seven children.
He learned something about handling money and credit working in his
family’s store in Brooksville. Though the store belonging to his father
Davis Love saw only a fraction of the success of W. H. Scales, who

Filed,”Democrat, 7 Jan. 1917, 3; “Circuit Court,”Democrat, 1 Apr. 1914, 8. See also notices for
courthouse-step auctions of mortgages and chattel loans that had been held by Bluff City
Savings Bank.

60Howard University Commercial College, “Directory of Negro Banks,” in Commercial
College Studies of Negroes in Business, vol. 1, Negro Banks (Washington, DC, 1914), 16–19,
Mississippi listed on 17–18; James, James, and James, Mississippi Black Bankers, 54, 75,
78, 94.
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owned a chain of stores throughout central Mississippi including one in
Brooksville, Love learned crucial lessons about local finance. Rural mer-
chants served important financial roles, both as providers of goods along
vital railroad lines and as intermediaries between cotton farmers and
more formal financial markets, acting at various times as brokers, sales-
people, investors, and even town builders.

Love attended Mississippi College for a few years before taking a
bookkeeper job in a small-town general store. He had learned, through
his father’s example andwith aweather eye onMississippi’smodernizing
political economy, that the general store was in many ways fading as the
central financial hub of local economies. He saw in his father his own
future if he stayed at the store. By the late 1890s, Davis Love had lost
his store and made his living selling hats door to door. James Love
saw a more promising future in banking. In three years, he advanced
from the counting room of a small-town bank to a general bookkeeper
position at a large national bank in Hattiesburg. In 1900, with money
saved and connections made, an ambitious Love cofounded the First
National Bank in nearby Lumberton, where he served as vice president
and head cashier. Through a combination of luck, profitable connections,
and successful investments, the bank prospered. Love launched into
other businesses and earned a reputation as one of the ablest young
financiers in the state. In April 1914, after earning top marks on the cer-
tification exam, he became chairman of the Board of Examiners and the
bank examiner for the Second District of Mississippi.61

The most experienced in banking of the three new examiners, Love
attacked his new position with relish. He launched an all-out assault on
the remaining Black banks within his district and beyond, and he had the
tacit if not explicit consent of some members of the banking community.
Mississippi bankers did not hide their racist attitudes. During annual
MsBAmeetings, jokes about ignorant aunties, Sambos, and pickaninnies
peppered formal speeches and remarks before the hundreds of delegates
and visitors assembled. Underneath that contempt lay real anxiety about
whites’ utter dependence on Black labor. In 1914 Oklahoma banker

61 1880 U.S. Census, D. M. Love Household, Dwelling No. 396, Brooksville, Noxubee
County, MS, p. 46, Ancestry.com; 1900 U.S. Census, D. M. Love Household, Dwelling No.
29, Brooksville Precinct District 5, Noxubee County, MS, p. 2, Ancestry.com; Bradley
G. Bond, “A Southern Social Ethic: Political Economy in the Nineteenth-Century SouthMissis-
sippi, 1840–1910” (PhD diss., Louisiana State University and A&M College, 1993), 442–43;
Mississippi Bankers Association, “List of Bankers and Visitors at 1907 Convention . . .,” Pro-
ceedings of the 19th Annual Convention of the Mississippi Bankers Association. . ., vol. 19
(1907) (Atlanta, [1907]), 10; Dunbar Rowland, ed., The Official and Statistical Register of
the State of Mississippi, Centennial Edition, vol. 4 (1917) (Madison, WI, 1917), 528–29; J. S.
Love, “Banking History in Jackson and Mississippi,” in The Story of Jackson, vol. 1, ed.
William McCain (Jackson, MS, 1953), 327, in Love Vertical File, MDAH.
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W. B. Harrison addressed theMsBAmeeting in Vicksburg. He advocated
food crops, cattle ranching—any agricultural pursuit to replace cotton:
“Nothing but cotton means a ten dollar mule hitched with rope traces
to a two dollar plow, dragging behind it a black man lazier than the
mule . . . whose highest ambition is to raise enough pickaninnies . . . so
he will not have any cotton picking to do himself.”62 Harrison stressed
the need for dramatic changes in the state’s economy as a way to rid Mis-
sissippi of the Negro—and of white men’s dependence on Black labor.

Examiner Love encouraged the other examiners to do everything
within their bureaucratic power—and social influence—to ensure the
Black-owned banks did not pass the new state-mandated audits.
Penny Savings Bank in Columbus certainly felt the regulatory heat.
Wayne Cox had helped organize the bank in 1906 and served on its
board. Bank examiner Samuel Story Harris’s first mid-1914 report of
the bank’s assets and liabilities revealed no serious flags. After his
second surprise audit less than two months later, however, Harris sud-
denly was less sanguine about the bank’s prospects. A series of foreclo-
sures and courthouse-steps sales advertised in the local paper offers
some sense of the bank’s efforts to meet Harris’s demands. Similar to
the receiver assigned to Bluff City Savings in Natchez, Harris may have
demanded that the bank liquidate or call due and payable immediately
some of the bank’s investments, namely the Black farms and homesteads
on which the bank held mortgages.

The borrowers may or may not have been making timely payments,
but it would have been virtually impossible for small farmers and diffi-
cult for even the wealthiest farmers to pay off loans in advance of
harvest season—and even more difficult given falling cotton prices over
the previous few years because of the boll weevil infestation that
ravaged the state only one year after the 1907 panic. Black business
owners and professionals would have been affected, because they too
depended on locals’ flush times after harvest to pay outstanding bills
and purchase goods and services. The case of Penny Savings bank cus-
tomer King Smith offers a sense of the long-term detriment of Penny
Savings’ liquidation. Smith not only lost the small farm he worked
with his wife and young son James in an auction on the courthouse
steps; he also lost his two cows, Spot and Sue, two mules, and a horse
wagon. For farmers like Smith who could not meet the tight deadlines
set by the examiner, their farms represented the bulk of their wealth
and the foundation of their security. With no Black banks standing, it

62W. B. Harrison, “[Address],” Proceedings of the 26th Annual Convention of the Missis-
sippi Bankers Association . . ., vol. 14 (1914) (n.p., [1914]), 113, quoted in Bond, “Southern
Social Ethic,” 594. See also “Bankers Hear Fine Addresses”; various addresses in MBA pro-
ceedings, MDAH.
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would be difficult for King and others to secure another farm without
entering into a patronage relationship, often to the Black farmers’ detri-
ment, with white planters. Examiner Harris liquidated the Penny
Savings on October 10, 1914.63

Southern Bank in Jackson survived its sister bank American Trust
and Savings Bank, which folded in 1912. Louis K. Atwood, attorney and
fraternal leader, resigned from American Trust to found Southern in
1906. The bank looked strong on paper: It had over $46,000 in deposits
and had increased its capital requirement to $30,000. After a thorough
review, examiner Edgar Anderson admitted that he found “nothing in
the way of irregularities” but still felt it “advisable to close the institu-
tion.”64 It seemed factors beyond the bank’s ledger books held sway.
Atwood had been outspoken in his support for the Republican Party as
editor of the Jacobs Watchman. The fraternal society Atwood headed,
the Order of Jacobs, housed part of its considerable assets in the bank.
In 1910, Atwood organized the Union Guaranty Insurance Company,
and it too held some of its assets in the Southern. Local whites also
undoubtedly knew that Calvin Miller of Rolling Fork, a Black man
lauded as “the biggest farmer in the Delta,” held deposits in the bank.65

Atwood, Miller, and other bank officers “sacrificed their personal prop-
erty” to ensure that depositors were paid in full when the state closed
the bank. Two local white banks took over American Trust’s business.66

The two remaining Black banks fell within James S. Love’s district:
the Bank ofMound Bayou inMound Bayou andMinnie andWayne Cox’s
personal monument of protest, the Delta Penny Savings Bank in

63 “Negroes Organize Bank,” Weekly Dispatch (Columbus, MS), 19 Apr. 1906, 6; “Many
New Industries,” Daily News (Jackson, MS), 16 Feb. 1906, 5; James, James, and James, Mis-
sissippi Black Bankers, 66; “Trustees Sale [King Smith],” Commercial Dispatch (Columbus,
MS), 21 Apr. 1914, 2; 1910 U.S. Census, King Smith Household, Family No. 456, Mt. Vernon
Precinct, Lowndes County, MS, Enumeration District 45, sheet 29A, HeritageQuest.com;
“Statement of the Financial Condition of the Penny Savings Bank,” Commercial Dispatch,
16 July 1914, 3; “Statement of the Financial Condition of the Penny Savings Bank,”Commercial
Dispatch, 27 Sept. 1914, 3; “J. M. Coleman Dies Suddenly,” Commercial Dispatch, 9 Aug. 1914,
4; “Statement of the Financial Condition of the Penny Savings Bank,”Commercial Dispatch, 27
Sept. 1914; “Penny Bank a Failure,” Sea Coast Echo (Bay Saint Louis, MS), 10 Oct. 1914, 8;
“Notice to Creditors,” Commercial Dispatch, 12 Nov. 1914, 2. On Black farmers’ exploitative
patronage relationships with whites, see Willis, Forgotten Time.

64 “Negro BankHere Is Closed Up Tight Today,”Daily News (Jackson,MS), 16 Oct. 1914, 5.
65 “Notice to Jacobs and toWhom It May Concern,” Evening Post (Vicksburg, MS), 20 Oct.

1914, 8.
66 The two banks were Citizens Savings Bank and Capital National Bank. “Sacrificed” quote

in “White Bankers Might Follow This Lesson,” Chicago Banker 39 (1 Mar. 1915), 45; “News
Briefs for Mississippians,” Daily Herald (Biloxi, MS), 20 Feb. 1912; “Notice to Jacobs”;
“Closed Up Tight Today”; “Among Our Colored People,” Herald (Vicksburg, MS), 13 June
1915, 7; “L. K. Atwood,” in The National Cyclopedia of the Colored Race, vol. 1, ed. Clement
Richardson (Montgomery, AL, 1919), 519; “Hon. L. K. Atwood, Jackson, Miss.,” in Crawford
and Thompson, Multum in Parvo, 15.
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Indianola. In late August 1914, Love dispatched assistant examiners to
the Bank of Mound Bayou in cashier Charles Banks’s absence (see
Figure 4). Banks was four-hundred miles away in Muskogee, Oklahoma,
attending the fifteenth annual convention of the National Negro Busi-
ness League. He presided over the Negro Bankers Symposium on
August 19, held on the first day of the three-day meeting. That same
day, Love ordered the bank closed. Before Banks could return home,
Love ordered the bank’s assets liquidated on August 21.

The Bank of Mound Bayou represented a particularly coveted notch
in the regulators’ belt. Mound Bayou, an all-Black town founded in 1887,
enjoyed accolades around the country as an example of what Black self-
determination could achieve under one of the most repressive Jim Crow
systems in the country. Prosperous farms and businesses dotted Mound
Bayou, including drugstores, restaurants, real estate companies, profes-
sional offices, and a rare jewelry repair business. The town had its own
post office and railroad station, and it boasted small industries and util-
ities, including two gins, two sawmills, an ice plant, a brick factory, a tele-
phone exchange, and an electric power plant. Booker T. Washington
raised the town’s national profile by funneling investment capital from
the likes of Andrew Carnegie and Julius Rosenthal to the small town.
Charles Banks dealt intimately with these titans and other investors to
achieve his dream of making Mound Bayou the center of Black-con-
trolled industry in the country. TheMound Bayou Oil Mill andManufac-
turing Company opened in 1912, and it joined other small industries in
the town. The oil mill failed in a few short years, but for many it repre-
sented the possibilities of Black industry in the South.67

Charles Banks, the cofounder and head cashier of the Bank of Mound
Bayou, had spent much of his professional life extolling the possibilities of
collective racial uplift through entrepreneurial development, self-help, and
interracial cooperation. Banks included civic and political leadership in his
calculus. An ambitious town likeMound Bayou, which Banks hoped would
eventually “own and control all [of] the land that can be brought under our
influence, and connect [it] to this [30,000 acres] which we already have,”
needed political influence to ensure its growth and protection.68 Banks

67 Isaiah T. Montgomery, “Building Up a State Negro Business League,” in Report of the
Ninth Annual Convention of the National Negro Business League, Held in Baltimore, Mary-
land, August 19–21, 1908 (Pensacola, FL, [1908?]), 135–37; Janet Sharp Hermann, The
Pursuit of a Dream (New York, 1983), 238–40; “Getting Together,” Bee (Washington, DC),
13 Jan. 1912, 1; David H. Jackson Jr., A Chief Lieutenant of the Tuskegee Machine: Charles
Banks of Mississippi (Gainesville, FL, 2002), chap. 9; Walker, History of Black Business,
204–5.

68 Charles Banks to Robert Taylor, 22 June 1908, quoted in David Hamilton Jackson Jr.,
“Charles Banks: A Black Leader in Mississippi, 1873–1915” (PhD diss., University of
Memphis, 1997), 111–12.
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remained active in the Republican Party at the state and national
levels, and he cultivated relationships with members of the white busi-
ness-civic elite in Bolivar County and throughout the Mississippi
Delta. Publicly, Banks palliated whites’ jealousies and manipulated
their sentiments through fawning compliments and an active private
correspondence. On various occasions, Banks publicly credited
whites for Negroes’ success. For example, in a widely circulated
letter announcing the opening of the Mound Bayou Oil Mill, he pro-
claimed, “What we have done here [in Mound Bayou] is as much a
compliment to the white man[,] under whose supervision and direc-
tion we are, as it is to the negro.”69 Banks intentionally used a lower-
case “n” in Negro; he confided in personal letters that he used such
tactics “to strip [the white man] of any fear or suspicions of what
such progress means to him.”70 His efforts proved inadequate
against the machinations of whites determined to undermine the

Figure 4. In addition to communicating Charles Banks’s wealth and refinement, his impres-
sive library reveals his voracious appetite for learning, especially about business and
finance. (Source: “Private Library of a Prosperous Home,” in Progress and Achievements of
the Colored People, by Kelly Miller and Joseph R. Gay [Washington, DC, 1917], New York
Public Library Digital Collections, https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47de-4d06-
a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99.)

69 Circular letter dated ca. October 1912, quoted in Jackson, “Charles Banks,” 105.
70 Banks to Booker T. Washington, 2 Nov. 1912, quoted in Jackson, “Charles Banks,” 106.
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growing economic and political influence of men like Banks and the
last-standing Black banks in Mississippi.71

Love’s stealth audit of the Bank of Mound Bayou in Banks’s absence
was no accident. He likely calculated that the bank’s employees were not
as intimately familiar with the bank’s records, nor could they wield the
same influence as Banks with local whites to intercede on the bank’s
behalf. Love may also have wanted to avoid a direct confrontation with
Banks, who, though self-taught, wielded a formidable knowledge of
banking and finance. Love probably knew that he would not find any
operating issues serious enough to shut down the bank and so
denounced the character of the securities representing the bank’s
primary investments. When the receiver S. D. McNair, after reviewing
the Bank of Mound Bayou’s books, questioned why such a well-run
bank had been placed in receivership, Love told McNair that “the secu-
rities were Negro securities, representing Negro industry and Negro
enterprises and for the most part covering the progress of the Negro
town.” If he called the securities due and payable, “they would be
covered by Negro money.” Thus, in Love’s opinion, “and according to
his rule,” Negro securities “were not worthwhile.”72 Love’s comments
reveal how the tools and technologies of finance, such as bills of
exchange, stock certificates, and even extended forms of credit, can be
tied to racial exploitation: these tools both mask and extend racial exclu-
sion. What counts as capital shapes and is shaped by understandings of
race. Having seen the bank’s securities firsthand, Love understood that
shutting down the bank would have a disastrous effect on Black eco-
nomic progress extending far beyond the bank’s four walls. Black news-
papers were vocal about the role racism played in the bank’s closure. A
headline on the front page of the Topeka, Kansas, Plaindealer, for
example, proclaimed, “Race prejudice kills popular Negro institution.”73

As with the other Black banks, the Bank of Mound Bayou’s closure
did indeed have a domino effect on other Black-controlled financial insti-
tutions and businesses. A week after Love ordered the bank closed, the
Masonic Benefit Association went into receivership. The MBA was the
largest insurer of Afro-Mississippians in the state; it paid claims
upwards of $300,000 (nearly $8 million in modern dollars) each year.
When Love closed the Bank ofMound Bayou, themodern-day equivalent

71On Banks’s economic philosophy and feelings about interracial cooperation, see Jackson,
“Charles Banks,” 106–8.

72 All quotes in “The Bank of Mound Bayou, Miss., Closed,” Plaindealer (Topeka, KS), 2
Oct. 1914, 1.

73 “Race Prejudice Kills Popular Negro Institution,” Plaindealer (Topeka, KS), 2 Oct. 1914,
1.
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of more than $2 million in claims were left unpaid. The MBA, first orga-
nized in 1880, went out of business in September 1914.74

With the closure of the Bank of Mound Bayou, only one bank
remained: the original “monument of protest” that had helped fuel the
dynamic growth of Black banks in the state. Wayne and Minnie Cox’s
Delta Penny Savings Bank in Indianola easily passed its first round of
audits in June 1914. Its founders enjoyed significant stature in the
region. Aside fromMinnie Cox’s national profile because of the Indianola
Affair, Wayne Cox had garnered a reputation as a political boss with
some influence in the Delta. He helped funnel plum patronage positions
to local whites. A white contemporary described him as a Negro “who
knows how to handle the typical Southern white man.”75

The bank’s importance to Afro-Mississippians and whites in the
Mississippi Delta, too, cannot be overstated. It was centrally located in
the Delta, one of the most economically important regions in the state,
and made loans both to white and Black planters farmers. It held hun-
dreds of mortgages for Black farmers and helped area Black businesses
with lines of credit and short-term loans. In 1914, it had over
$155,000 in assets (about $4 million in modern-day figures). The assis-
tant examiner noted that the Delta Penny had a “good reputation”
throughout the state, and his examination bore out that assessment.76

Examiner Love, however, was not satisfied. Love told Wayne Cox, “I do
not think that I will qualify your bank under any circumstances”—
words he meant as both a promise and a threat.77 Over the next six
months, between June and December, he had examiners return at
least six more times to audit the bank.78

In January 1915, Love’s assistant recommended that the state issue
the Delta Penny a guaranty league certificate, meaning that it could guar-
antee deposits. Love had made no secret to others that he believed “the
Guarantee [sic] System was too good for Negroes” and that no Negro

74 “Bank inMound Bayou Closed,”New York Age, 7 Sept. 1914 (reel 2), “TheMound Bayou
Bank,” Freeman, 26 Sept. 1914 (reel 2), and “Grand Lodge Takes Up Negro Insurance Case,”
News Scimitar (Columbus, MS) (reel 3), all in Tuskegee Institute News Clippings File;
McMillen, Dark Journey, 183.

75 Booker T. Washington, “A Most Encouraging Convention,” The Independent
(New York), 20 Sept. 1906, 685. Original quote from an April 16, 1906, letter written by The-
odore Roosevelt to Dan Owen Wister.

76 Joseph E. Walker, “The Only Negro State Guarantee Bank,” in Report of the Sixteenth
Session and the Fifteenth Anniversary Convention of the National Negro Business League,
Held in Boston, Massachusetts, August 18–20, 1915 (n.p., 1915), 194.

77Quoted in Stuart, Economic Detour, 287.
78 “W. W. Cox”; De Santis, “Republican Party,” 82–83; McMillen, Dark Journey, 184;

David M. Tucker, Lieutenant Lee of Beale Street (Nashville, 1971), 47; Walker, “Only Negro
State Guarantee Bank,” 194–95; “Notes on Negro Progress,” Chicago Broad Ax, 31 Jan.
1914, 1.
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bank would, if he could help it, receive a certificate under any circum-
stances.79 Despite his best bureaucratic efforts, the Delta Penny not
only remained open but continued to prosper. The bank’s portfolio
included some loans to whites, and the Coxes owned considerable prop-
erty throughout Sunflower County and other parts of the state. Love
announced that he needed to make a thorough examination in person.

It would not be so easy to dismantle the Coxes’ small empire, but
Love would try. He blustered into Indianola in April 1915, and his pub-
licized arrival had precisely the effect he had calculated. Worried depos-
itors made a run on the Delta Penny, which tested its reserve funds.
However, the bank’s largest depositors, which included the Coxes, kept
their considerable assets in the bank, which likely helped it survive the
run.80 The bank still stood after the run, but it was in a financially com-
promised state. Love smelled blood in the water and made a number of
unreasonable demands. For example, he demanded that the bank retire
nearly half (40 percent) of its bills payable. The bankmade virtually all of
its non-mortgage loans to farmers, who would not have the cash to pay
part or all of their accounts until after harvest season; even then they
would have considerably lower funds available because of depressed
cotton yields and prices, which had dipped as low as ten cents a
pound, resulting from the boll weevil scourge and a recent flood. To
the surprise of most observers, the bank’s board met the requirement.81

Running out of schemes to shut down the bank, Love calculated that
he could leverage any vestiges of local white resentment—or, at the very
least, white self-interest—for help to close the bank. Love toldWayne Cox
that the Delta Penny Savings would have to get two endorsements total-
ing $20,000 (over $500,000 in modern-day dollars) from the two white
banks in Indianola. He gave Cox three days to secure them and returned
to Jackson to await what he presumed would be the Coxes’s inevitable
failure. After more than a week, Wayne Cox entreated Love to come
back to Indianola to discuss the endorsement requirement. Love could
not resist the chance to witness firsthand the bank’s failure. After Love
arrived on May 20, a penitent Cox begged if there was anything else
the bank could do beyond securing the $20,000. Love, confident of his
victory, told Cox this requirement was the last and if the bank could
not meet it, he would close its doors that day. To Love’s amazement,
Cox produced the pledges for $20,000 from both the Indianola State
Bank and the Sunflower Bank of Indianola.82Having publicly announced

79Walker, “Only Negro State Guarantee Bank,” 194–95.
80Walker, 195; Stuart, Economic Detour, 287.
81 Cotton prices in Rogers, “Mississippi Banking,” 16.
82 In 1915, the Bank of Indianola had $318,331 in total assets ($165,244 in loans and dis-

counts). Sunflower Bank had $317,391 in total assets ($181,264 in loans and discounts).
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that he would add nothing else, Love reluctantly approved the Delta
Penny Savings Bank. It became the only Black-owned bank in Missis-
sippi licensed to guarantee deposits—and the last Black bank left stand-
ing in the state.83

In the light of the present day, it is hard to assess who “won.” A reor-
ganized State Bank of Mound Bayou would open in 1915 but fail in 1924.
The original monument of protest, the Delta Penny Savings Bank, failed
in 1928. Both banks were victims of the economic downturn that cast its
shadow on the Mississippi Delta years before Black Tuesday helped
usher in the Great Depression. It would be three-quarters of a century
before another Black bank opened in Mississippi: the New Orleans-
based Liberty Bank opened a branch in Jackson in 2003.84

Both the victory of the Delta Penny and theMississippi Banking Law
of 1914 reflected a bit of the bitter along with the sweet: Jim Crow reality
and high-minded Progressive Era ideals. At the turn of the twentieth
century, sensational accounts of corporate abuses and excesses riveted
the public’s attention. Protecting consumers through regulation ranked
high on the agenda of social and political reformers. Progressive state
legislators around the country felt compelled to protect consumers
from the unrestrained interests of profit-minded corporations and exec-
utives, particularly from banks and bankers. Jim Crow reality translated
into greater scrutiny and pressure on Black financial institutions. The
monuments of protest envisioned by Wayne and Minnie Cox and other
enterprising Black men and women in the early twentieth century dem-
onstrated that Black men and women would use business and politics to

Delta Penny Savings had $110,802 in total assets ($81,962 in loans and discounts). See State of
Mississippi, Banking Department, Statements Showing the Condition of State and National
Banks, 1915 (Nashville, 1915), 40, MDAH.

83 Some of Indianola’s white business-civic elite took a paternalistic approach to race rela-
tions in the 1910s, fueled in part by an influx of professionals and entrepreneurs in the years
before World War I. Delta Penny received guarantee certificate number 281. Cox likely
helped Charles Banks reorganize the bank in Mound Bayou, and Cox may have been instru-
mental in securing support from white banks. In June 1915, former Mound Bayou Bank trea-
surer Priscilla McCarty deposited $10,000, representing “special funds for the purpose of
establishing the Mound Bayou State Bank,” in the Cleveland State Bank in Cleveland, Missis-
sippi. Walker, “Only Negro State Guarantee Bank,” 195; Stuart, Economic Detour, 287;
McMillen, Dark Journey, 181; “Statement Showing the Condition of Delta Penny Savings
Bank, Indianola, Miss.,” in Commercial College Studies of Negroes in Business, 32; “special
funds” from “TheMound Bayou State Bank,” Freeman (Indianapolis), 19 June 1915, 1. On Indi-
anola’s white business-civic elite’s attitudes, see “Whites Helping Colored Men,” Tribune
(Savannah, GA), 10 Oct. 1910, 6.

84 For general surveys of Black banks, see the seminal work Abram L. Harris, The Negro as
Capitalist: A Study of Banking and Business among American Negroes (Philadelphia, 1936);
Mehrsa Baradaran, The Color ofMoney: Black Banks and the RacialWealth Gap (Cambridge,
MA, 2017); TimTodd, Let Us Put OurMoney Together: The Founding of America’s First Black
Banks (Kansas City, 2019); Todd, A Great and Moral Social Force: A History of Black Banks
(Kansas City, forthcoming).
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challenge the deceptive logic of Black inferiority and efforts to consign
Black people to the lowest rungs of society.

That the passbook and insurance policy could not stay the noose is
clear. But a Black man patting in his pocket a faded passbook, its cover
worn from years of use, or a Black woman gently smoothing a folded
insurance policy certificate lain in a metal box alongside other important
family keepsakes, posed a threat to the system of Jim Crow that should
not be discounted or turned aside casually. The weight of a carefully
tended passbook in the pocket was enough to add a few extra seconds
before a Black man averted his eyes, snatched off his hat, and stepped
off the sidewalk to give a white man or woman the right of way. Remem-
brances of a deeply creased, guilloched paper in a metal tin could add a
few extra minutes before a Black woman responded to the ringing of a
house bell not her own or to a white housewife shouting from another
room to ask when lunch would be ready or some other household
matter. While it is harder to see if one takes Mississippi’s 1914
Banking Act or even the Great Depression as the end of an era, early-
twentieth-century Black banks in Mississippi present a picture,
however brief, of how Black people conceptualized and enacted their
own economic freedom.

. . .
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